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GLOSSARY 
 

 

Abbreviations 

Act 771 Malaysian Aviation Commission Act 2015 [Act 771] 

APC Average Price Cap 

ARR Additional Revenue Required 

Capex Capital expenditure 

CAPM Capital Asset Pricing Model 

Commission Malaysian Aviation Commission 

CP1 Consultation Paper 1 

CP2 Consultation Paper 2 

CP3 Consultation Paper 3 

CPI Consumer Price Index 

CY Calendar Year 

DCB Determined Cost Base 

DGM Dividend Growth Model 

DSCR Debt Service Coverage Ratio 

FFO Funds from Operation 

GoM Government of Malaysia 

HER Historical Excess Returns  

LCM Loss Capitalisation Mechanism  

MAHB Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad 

MAR Maximum Allowable Revenue 

MAVCOM Malaysian Aviation Commission 

MRP Market Risk Premium 

NPV Net present value 

OA Operating Agreement 

Opex Operating Expenditure 

pax Passenger 

PSC Passenger Service Charge 

PSSC Passenger Security Service Charge 

RCF Retained cashflow 

RM Ringgit Malaysia 

RP1 First regulatory period 
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Abbreviations 

RP2 Second regulatory period 

SATS Senai Airport Terminal Services Sdn Bhd 

STOLports Short Take-off and Landing Ports 

TMDSB Tanjung Manis Development Sdn Bhd 

TMR Total Market Returns  

WACC Weighted average cost of capital 

WAPC Weighted average price cap 
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AIRPORT CODES  
 

CC 
Airport 

code 
Airport name 

No. Airport 

code 

Airport name 

1 AOR 
Sultan Abdul Halim 

Airport, Alor Setar 
15 LGK 

Langkawi International 

Airport 

 

2 BKI 
Kota Kinabalu 

International Airport 
16 LMN Limbang Airport 

3 BTU Bintulu Airport 17 MKZ Melaka Airport 

4 IPH 
Sultan Azlan Shah 

Airport, Ipoh 
18 MYY Miri Airport 

5 JHB Senai International Airport 19 MZV Mulu Airport 

6 KBR 
Sultan Ismail Petra 

Airport, Kota Bharu 
20 PEN 

Penang International 

Airport 

 

7 KCH 
Kuching International 

Airport 
21 SBW Sibu Airport 

8 KTE Kertih Airport 22 SDK Sandakan Airport 

9 KUA 
Sultan Ahmad Shah 

Airport, Kuantan 
23 SZB 

Skypark Terminal Sultan 

Abdul Aziz Shah Airport, 

Subang 

 

10 KUL 
Kuala Lumpur 

International Airport 
24 TGG 

Sultan Mahmud Airport, 

Kuala Terengganu 

11 KUL-T1 

Kuala Lumpur 

International Airport 

Terminal 1 

25 TWU Tawau Airport 

12 KUL-T2 

Kuala Lumpur 

International Airport 

Terminal 2 

26 TGG 
Sultan Mahmud Airport, 

Kuala Terengganu 

13 LBU Labuan Airport 27 TWU Tawau Airport 

14 LDU Lahad Datu Airport    
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 INTRODUCTION 
 

Under section 46 of the Malaysian Aviation Commission Act 2015 (Act 771), the Malaysian Aviation 

Commission (“Commission”) is responsible for the economic regulation of aviation service 

charges in Malaysia. This includes the power to set charges for aviation services1 such as the 

passenger service charge (“PSC”)2, landing fees and aircraft parking fees.  

 

The Commission is developing a framework to determine aviation service charges at airports in 

Malaysia. In its First Consultation Paper (“CP1”), the Commission set out the principles that it will 

take into account to determine aviation services charges, and how it will apply these principles to 

develop charges for the first regulatory period (“RP1”) to support the recovery of the aviation sector 

from the COVID-19 pandemic. CP1 also provided some high-level principles with respect to how 

the Commission proposes to set aviation services charges for the second regulatory period (“RP2”) 

and onwards. 

 

In this Second Consultation Paper (“CP2”), the Commission seeks to: 

 

• address the feedback provided by stakeholders on CP1; 

 

• propose aviation service charges for RP1 (i.e., 1 January 2024 to 31 December 2026); and  

 

• propose the form of regulatory control and regulatory till that will apply from RP2 and onwards. 

 

In a Third Consultation Paper (“CP3”), the Commission will provide further details on the longer-

term regulatory framework that will from RP2, or once air traffic has substantially recovered from 

the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 

The Commission is inviting comments within 5 weeks of publication of this Consultation Paper; to 

be received by 5pm on Monday, 10 April 2023. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 
1 “Aviation service” is defined in section 2 of Act 711 to mean any of the following services: (a) the carriage 
of passengers, mail or cargo for hire or reward by air by the use of any aircraft between two or more places, 
of which at least one place is in Malaysia; (b) the provision in Malaysia of any of the ground handling services 
as specified in the Second Schedule to Act 771, (c) the operation of an aerodrome in Malaysia for the take-
off and landing of any aircraft engaged in the carriage of passengers, mail or cargo for hire or reward, or (d) 
any other service determined by the Commission to be necessary or expedient for the carriage of 
passengers, mail or cargo referred to in paragraph (a).  
2 Cited together with passenger security service charge (PSSC). 
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 AERONAUTICAL SERVICE CHARGES FOR RP1 (2024 – 2026) 

 
 
Summary of key points 
 

• The Commission will defer the transition to a cost-based approach to setting aviation 
charges until after the Malaysian aviation sector has recovered from the pandemic.  
 

• The Commission considers that it is not the role of the regulatory framework to ensure 
that a regulated business can continue to achieve its target credit rating. However, the 
regulatory framework should allow a prudent and efficient regulated business to remain 
financeable. This is achieved by allowing the regulated business to earn revenue to 
support a benchmark credit rating. The Commission has determined that the benchmark 
credit rating for an efficient business in MAHB’s circumstances is BBB+.  
 

• The Commission’s analysis shows that if tariffs in RP1 were set equal to current tariffs 

in real terms (i.e., escalated by inflation only) then MAHB would be expected to generate 

cash flows over the regulatory period that are sufficient to support the benchmark credit 

rating of BBB+. Applying these tariffs would not be expected to reduce MAHB’s capacity 

to refinance in the future on reasonable terms or invest in efficient airport infrastructure. 

 

• Based on the evidence presented, the Commission has not been persuaded that its tariff 

proposal in CP1 will give rise to financeability issues for MAHB in RP1, or is inconsistent 

with its regulatory objectives. The Commission is proposing to retain this proposal. 

 

 

The Commission’s proposals in CP1 

 

In CP1, the Commission recognised that the COVID-19 pandemic, and government public health 

orders and policies responding to it, have had an unprecedented negative impact on the numbers 

of people flying. While there are signs of recovery, forecasting exactly when, and if, aviation 

demand will return to pre-pandemic levels is challenging. 

 

Against this background, the Commission considered that adopting a cost-based approach to 

determine aviation service charges for RP1 was not suitable nor practical. The Commission noted 

that it cannot forecast the outlook for the sector over RP1 with any real degree of confidence or 

robustness. Even if the Commission could produce accurate traffic forecasts, applying a cost-

based approach to regulation in circumstances where demand is expected to be well below pre-

pandemic levels would likely result in a significant increase in aviation service charges. 

 
For these reasons, the Commission proposed maintaining the current tariffs for RP1 in real terms, 

i.e., by inflating the charges each year using CPI. The Commission recognised that this approach 

may result in MAHB either investing below the prudent and efficient level, or recovering less than 

its prudent and efficient costs, in RP1. To address this, the Commission proposed applying a loss 

capitalisation mechanism (“LCM”) to allow MAHB to recover a proportion of efficient RP1 losses in 

later years (where the proportion to be recovered is defined by a sharing ratio determined by the 

Commission). The Commission considered that this approach, while novel, was pragmatic and 

struck the right balance between ensuring MAHB was incentivised to invest prudently and 

efficiently, whilst also keeping tariffs stable and predictable for RP1. 
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In addition, the Commission noted that it was open to restructuring aviation services charges for 

RP1, subject to the caveat that this restructuring should be revenue neutral for airport operators 

overall. To that end, the Commission sought feedback from stakeholders on the potential to 

equalise ASEAN and non-ASEAN PSCs, rebalance domestic and international PSCs, and/or 

introduce a transfer PSC. 

 

Summary of stakeholder feedback on CP1 

 

Stakeholders generally supported the Commission’s position that a cost-based approach to setting 

aviation services charges in RP1 would not be suitable. Stakeholders recognised that there is 

uncertainty around how quickly the aviation sector will recover from the pandemic, and that moving 

to a cost-based approach for RP1 would likely result in a significantly increase in PSC due to 

depressed passenger numbers. 

 

Stakeholders had mixed views on our proposal to keep aviation service charges constant in real 

terms for RP1. There were three groups of arguments put forward: 

 

• Retaining current charges constant in real terms (i.e., the Commission’s proposal in CP1). 

 

• Retaining current charges constant in nominal terms (i.e., no CPI escalation). 

 

• Increasing charges above their current levels (principally through raising the PSC to equal the 

benchmark PSC in MAHB’s current OA with the GoM, but some stakeholders also suggested 

raising landing and parking charges). 

 

Notably, MAHB has submitted that: 

 

• It sustained significant historical pandemic-related losses prior to the commencement of RP1. 

 

• Those losses were financed, in part, through significant new borrowing. This additional debt 

means that a significant amount of debt needs to be serviced and retired by MAHB over RP1. 

 

• It anticipates a significant increase in expenditure over RP1, including capital expenditure to 

modernise its airports that was deferred during the pandemic. This will necessitate even further 

borrowing. 

 

• MAHB should be permitted to recoup its historical pandemic-related losses, including those 

losses that occurred prior to RP1. 

 

• The Commission’s proposal to retain current charges constant in real terms over RP1 would 

make it challenging for MAHB to meet its debt obligations and could result in a deterioration in 

its credit rating. This, in turn, could impair or limit MAHB’s access to capital markets to 

refinance maturing debt, and may result in MAHB raising new debt at a higher cost of capital. 

 

Stakeholders generally supported the proposed changes to the structure of charges that were put 

forward in CP1. However, some stakeholders argued against equalising ASEAN and non-ASEAN 

PSC on the basis that this would lead to an increase in the ASEAN PSC which will deter regional 

travel. Some stakeholders were also concerned about introducing a transfer PSC, noting that there 
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will be challenges in apportioning costs between transfer and non-transfer passengers, and that a 

transfer PSC will result in higher costs for airlines. 

 

The Commission’s response to stakeholder feedback 

 

For the reasons set out in CP1, the Commission proposes to defer the transition to a cost-based 

approach to setting aviation service charges until after the Malaysian aviation sector has recovered 

from the pandemic. The Commission notes that stakeholders are broadly supportive of this point. 

The Commission proposes to reassess the timing of this transition prior to the start of RP2.  

 

While there is general consensus that charges in RP1 should not be linked to MAHB’s costs, there 

is a disparity of views on what the tariff level should be during this period. In this regard: 

 

• The Commission does not agree that it should retain current charges constant in nominal terms 

over RP1. Adopting this approach would mean that charges decrease in real terms over RP1, 

and potentially become further removed from the efficient (cost-reflective) level. This will 

incentivise further inefficient usage of airport infrastructure (compared to the Commission’s 

proposal in CP1 of escalating charges to reflect inflation). The Commission does not believe 

that this efficiency cost is outweighed by any countervailing benefit. In particular, the 

Commission has not been persuaded that lower real charges are necessary to ensure the 

recovery of the aviation sector from the COVID-19 pandemic.  

 

• The Commission does not agree that the PSC should be increased to equal the benchmark 

PSC in MAHB’s current OA with the GoM. The Commission’s overarching objective for RP1 is 

to set the PSC (and other aviation service charges) at a level that will support the recovery of 

the aviation sector from the COVID-19 pandemic, while also ensuring an efficient firm would 

maintain its financeability going forward. The Commission has determined that the best way 

of achieving this objective is to retain (so far as possible) the charges that customers currently 

pay (not what MAHB receives) in real terms in RP1. Airlines currently pay MAHB the gazetted 

PSC determined by MAVCOM, not the benchmark PSC in the OA. Increasing the PSC 

arbitrarily to equal the benchmark PSC is inconsistent with the Commission’s objective. 

 

• The Commission does not agree that tariffs in RP1 should be set to recoup losses related to 

the COVID-19 pandemic that occurred before the commencement of RP1. The Commission 

is developing a forward-looking regulatory framework. The Commission has instead chosen to 

address potential financeability concerns by assessing the impact of its proposal on MAHB’s 

financeability directly (see below). 

 

The Commission notes MAHB’s concerns that keeping aviation service charges constant in real 

terms will lead to financeability issues over RP1. The Commission considers that it is important to 

ensure that its pricing decisions would allow a benchmark efficient business to remain financeable 

and financially sustainable. As such, the Commission has undertaken further analysis to examine 

whether its RP1 tariff proposal will lead to financeability issues for MAHB. 
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Assessment of MAHB’s financeability in RP1 
 
Introduction to, and basis for, the Commission’s financeability test 

 

The Commission has assessed MAHB’s submission that maintaining tariffs at current levels in real 

terms may threaten MAHB’s credit rating and reduce its capacity to refinance in the future on 

reasonable terms. 

 

The Commission’s view is that under a system of incentive regulation, it is not the role of the 

regulatory framework to ensure that MAHB can continue to achieve or maintain the actual 

regulated business’s current or target credit rating. The Commission considers that MAHB should 

be provided with incentives to finance itself prudently and operate itself efficiently. A regulatory 

approach that involves setting MAHB’s regulatory allowances such that MAHB can maintain a 

particular credit rating would, in the Commission’s view, weaken incentives for MAHB to manage 

its affairs prudently and efficiently, would inappropriately transfer risk away from MAHB onto 

consumers and could result in consumers paying regulated tariffs that are higher than necessary 

to support a benchmark efficient credit rating. 

 

However, the Commission does consider that the regulatory framework should allow a prudent and 

efficient regulated business to remain financeable. Under a standard building block framework for 

determining the allowed revenues of a regulated business subject to incentive regulation, the 

regulator must determine a ‘benchmark’ allowance for the return on the capital invested by the 

business in order to deliver regulated services. This requires the regulator to assume: 

 

• A benchmark credit rating (as distinct from the actual credit rating of the regulated business) 

for the purposes of setting the return on debt allowance; and 

 

• A benchmark level of gearing for the purposes of determining the overall allowed rate of 

return. 

 

MAHB is free to make financing and operational decisions that result in its actual credit rating and 

gearing departing from the Commission’s assumed benchmark credit rating and gearing. However, 

any gains or losses to MAHB from doing so should reside with the shareholders of the firm, rather 

than consumers. 

 

Some regulators overseas apply the concept of ‘financeability’ when setting regulatory allowances. 

In a regulatory setting, financeability means that the allowed revenues over a regulatory period 

should be set at a level that would be sufficient for a prudent and efficient business to support the 

benchmark credit rating assumed by the regulator when setting the return on capital allowance. 

Some regulators in the United Kingdom and Australia apply ‘financeability tests’ to assess whether 

the regulatory cash flows of the business would be adequate to support the benchmark credit 

rating. 

 

Regulators that undertake financeability tests as part of their regulatory determinations typically do 

so on a ‘benchmark’ basis—i.e., using only benchmark revenues, costs, allowed returns, gearing 

and credit rating to perform the necessary calculation of the financial metrics used in the test. All 

of these inputs to the financeability test are obtained directly from the building block revenue 
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models used to set the regulated businesses’ allowed revenues—rather than the firm’s financial 

and cash flow statements or reflecting the regulated businesses’ actual circumstances.3 

 

Consistent with this regulatory precedent, the Commission has assessed MAHB’s financeability on 

a benchmark basis.  

 

Rating agencies publish methodologies that explain the process they follow when conducting 

assessments of the credit ratings of companies in different sectors. For instance, an explanation 

of Moody’s rating assessment is provided in Box 1 below. Regulators overseas have adapted the 

rating methodologies published by credit rating agencies to form the basis of their regulatory 

financeability tests. Importantly, these regulators focus exclusively on the quantitative metrics used 

by rating agencies since: 

 

• The quantitative metrics used by rating agencies are transparent and replicable, whereas the 

way in which the qualitative factors are assessed by rating agencies are typically not; and 

 

• Not all of the qualitative factors considered by rating agencies are relevant to a benchmark 

firm. Most of those factors are firm-specific. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(The remainder of this page has been intentionally left blank) 

 
 
3 This approach is taken by, for example: Australian regulators such as the Essential Services Commission 
of Victoria, the Essential Services Commission of South Australia and the Independent Pricing and 
Regulatory Tribunal; and regulators in the United Kingdom, such as Ofgem and Ofwat. 
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: Summary of Moody’s ratings assessment 

Moody’s rating assesses the creditworthiness of privately-owned airports using: 
 

• Qualitative considerations (60% weight in the overall assessment) – such as the: 

o ability to the operator to raise tariffs (e.g., whether/how the operator is regulated 
and/or the terms of any concession the operator may be subject to); 

o nature of ownership/control of the operator; 

o size off the market the operator services; 

o economic strength and diversity of the market in which the firm operates; 

o the extent of competition faced by the operator; 

o operator’s customer mix; 

o historical stability of demand experienced by the operator; 

o risk profile of the airlines that the operator serves; 

o capacity of the operator to accommodate traffic growth;  

o operator’s financial policy; and 

• Quantitative factors (40% weight in the overall assessment) – financial metrics such as 

o Cash interest coverage ratio; 

o Funds from Operation (FFO) to debt ratio; 

o Debt Service Coverage Ratio (DSCR); and 

o Retained Cash Flow (RCF) to debt ratio. 

Source: Moody’s, Rating Methodology, Privately Managed Airports and Related Issuers, 29 September 2017. 

 
 

The Commission proposes to base its financeability test on the quantitative metrics factors used 

by Moody’s. The Commission’s preference is to follow the Moody’s methodology because: 

 

• Moody’s is a reputable credit rating agency internationally; and 

 

• Moody’s methodology is transparent and easy for stakeholders to understand. This makes the 

Commission’s analysis predictable and replicable to third parties. 

 
The steps to undertaking the financeability test 

 

The financeability test applied by the Commission involves the following steps: 

 

1. Develop a revenue building block model to estimate MAHB’s prudent and efficient costs over 

RP1. The Commission’s approach to determining the inputs to the building block model are set 

out below. 
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2. Forecast MAHB’s revenues over RP1 using: 

 

a) The Commission’s proposed tariffs over RP1 (as per CP1); and 

b) MAHB’s demand forecasts over RP1. 

 

3. Using the estimates of MAHB’s efficient costs and forecast revenues over RP1, calculate four 

metrics used by Moody’s in its rating methodology for privately-owned airports, for each year 

of RP1: 

 

a) Cash interest coverage ratio; 

b) FFO to debt ratio; 

c) DSCR; and 

d) RCF to debt ratio. 

 

4. Applying the Moody’s rating methodology to weight each of the metrics and derive an overall 

estimate of MAHB’s credit rating in each year of RP1 (the forecast credit rating). 

 

5. Compare the forecast credit rating for each year (step 4 above) to the Commission’s assumed 

benchmark credit rating (i.e., BBB+). The Commission’s assessment of the benchmark credit 

rating is explained in Appendix 1. 

 

If the forecast credit rating in a particular year is lower than BBB+, that would suggest that 

(conditional on forecast demand) the proposed tariff levels for RP1 would be expected to generate 

cash flows over the regulatory period that are too low to support the benchmark credit rating 

assumed by the Commission. However, if the forecast credit rating in a particular year exceeds 

BBB+, that would indicate that the proposed tariff levels would be sufficient to support the 

benchmark credit rating. 

 
Key inputs into the financeability test 

 

There are two key metrics into the Commission’s financeability test – MAHB’s forecast revenues 

over RP1 under the Commission’s proposed tariffs, and MAHB’s prudent and efficient costs over 

RP1. Our approach to calculating these metrics is summarised in Figure 1 below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(The remainder of this page has been intentionally left blank) 
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Figure 1 – Key inputs to the financeability test 

 

To allow the Commission to apply the financeability test, the Commission requested (and MAHB 

provided) data on forecast operating expenditure, capital expenditure, passenger demand, other 

aeronautical revenue (e.g., revenue from parking and landing) and non-aeronautical revenue over 

RP1. MAHB also provide information on assets that are used to provide aviation services, including 

the historical book value of assets, standard economic asset lives (i.e., design life of new assets), 

standard tax asset lives (i.e., life of new assets based on standard accounting practice), and 

weighted average remaining economic and tax asset lives for existing assets, by asset class. The 

Commission has used this data in its financeability test. 

 

There are two inputs that the Commission calculated: the weighted average cost of capital 

(“WACC”) for a benchmark efficient business, and the opening Determined Cost Base (“DCB”) for 

RP1. 

 

The weighted average cost of capital 

 

The Commission has decided to use a vanilla WACC. Under this formulation, the WACC is set at 

a level that provides the firm with just enough post-tax profit (via a post-tax cost of equity allowance) 

to pay its shareholders their required return on equity, after the firm has paid corporation tax, and 

pre-tax return on debt to pay its efficient cost of debt.  

 

The Commission has calculated a vanilla WACC for MAHB of 11.38% in 2024 (rising to 11.44% in 

2025, and 11.47% in 2026). A detailed explanation of the Commission’s approach to calculating 

the WACC is provided in Appendix 1. 

 

The determined cost base 

 

The DCB is an estimate of the economic value of MAHB’s assets that are used to provide regulated 

services. The Commission has decided to estimate the DCB using a depreciated historical cost 

approach. Under this approach, the DCB reflects the historical costs incurred by MAHB in acquiring 
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or building regulated assets, which is depreciated to account for the proportion of these costs that 

have been recovered or assumed to be recovered through charges in the past. 

 

The Commission has estimated the DCB for MAHB as at 1 January 2024 of RM9.713 billion 

(nominal terms). To develop this estimate, the Commission relied on the estimated opening asset 

base that it estimated as part of its 2019 consultation of aviation service charges for MAHB. This 

value was then rolled forward to the start of RP1 by adding actual and forecast values for new 

assets, and deducting actual and forecast disposals and depreciation.  

 

Figure 2 – Estimation of the DCB (Nominal terms) 

 

In calculating the DCB, the Commission has (as it did in June 2019) included the amortised value 

of MAHB’s concession rights. These are payments that MAHB was required to make to the GoM 

for the rights to operate, manage and undertake development of the airport infrastructure. The 

Commission considers that it is appropriate to include the value of these rights in the DCB because 

an efficient firm in MAHB’s circumstances could not avoid making the concession payments, and 

so MAHB should have an opportunity to recover these costs. 

 
Results of the financeability assessment 

 

A summary of the results of the Commission’s financeability assessment for MAHB in RP1 is set 

out in Table 1. The results show that if tariffs in RP1 were kept equal to current tariffs in real terms 

(i.e., escalated by inflation only) then the revenue earned by MAHB over that period would be 

sufficient to support an A+ credit rating in 2024, and an A credit rating in 2025 and 2026. These 

are above the Commission’s assumed benchmark credit rating of BBB+. These results suggest 

that (conditional on forecast demand) the proposed tariff levels for RP1 would be expected to 

generate cash flows over the regulatory period that are sufficient to support the benchmark credit 

rating assumed by the Commission. 
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 Weight 2024 2025 2026 

Credit rating for each financial metric     

Cash interest coverage ratio 25% A A A 

FFO to debt ratio 25% AA AA AA 

Debt service coverage ratio 37.5% A BBB BBB 

Retained cash flow to debt ratio 12.5% AA AA AA 

Overall credit rating score     

Aggregated numeric score  4.9 6.2 6.2 

Overall credit rating  A+ A A 

Benchmark credit rating  BBB+ BBB+ BBB+ 

Assessment  Pass Pass Pass 

Table 1 – Results of Commission’s financeability test 

 

Implications of financeability test for RP1 tariffs 

 
The Commission has decided to retain its tariff proposal in CP1 

 

The Commission considers that the regulatory framework should allow MAHB sufficient revenue 

to support the benchmark credit rating of BBB+. As noted above, this would ensure that a 

benchmark efficient business in MAHB’s circumstances would have the capacity to refinance in 

the future on reasonable terms. 

 

The analysis in the preceding section shows that if tariffs in RP1 were set equal to current tariffs in 

real terms (i.e., escalated by inflation only) then MAHB would be expected to generate cash flows 

over the regulatory period that are sufficient to support the benchmark credit rating assumed by 

the Commission. Applying these tariffs would not be expected to reduce MAHB’s capacity to 

refinance in the future on reasonable terms, or invest in efficient airport infrastructure. 

 

On the basis of the evidence presented and the Commission’s analysis, the Commission has not 

been persuaded that its tariff proposal in CP1 will give rise to financeability issues for MAHB, or is 

inconsistent with its regulatory objectives. The Commission is proposing to retain this proposal. 
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A summary of the proposed inflation adjustment in ASC for each year of RP1 is set out in the table 

below. CPI escalation is based on actual 2022 inflation of 3.78% (from the Department of Statistics 

Malaysia) and Consensus Economics forecasts of 3.0%, 2.3% and 2.4% for 2023, 2024 and 2025 

respectively. The proposed PSC, parking and landing charges for RP1 are set out in Appendix 3. 

A comparison of these proposed charges with similar charges at comparator airports is provided 

in Appendix 4. 

 

 2022 2023 2024 2025 

Actual/forecast 

Inflation rate 
3.78%a 3.0%b 2.3%b 2.4%b 

Which affects 

rates for 

New baseline 

calculation 

ASC in 2024  

(Year 1 of RP1) 

ASC in 2025  

(Year 2 of RP1) 

ASC in 2026 

(Year 3 of RP1) 

a: Department of Statistics Malaysia, b: Consensus Economics 

Table 2 – Proposed annual change in the PSC for each year of RP1 

 

Stakeholder questions 

 

Question 1: Do you agree with the Commission's objectives in developing tariff options for 

MAHB for RP1, which are to allow an efficient business in MAHB's circumstances to support 

a benchmark credit rating of BBB+, and to encourage the recovery of passenger volumes 

as quickly as possible? 

 

Question 2: Do you have any comments on the Commission's assessment of the weighted 

average cost of capital and the opening determined cost base for MAHB in RP1? 

 

Question 3: Do you consider that the proposed tariffs put forward by the Commission would 

best achieve the Commissions objectives identified in Question 1 for RP1? Are there other 

tariff structures that the Commission has not considered that would better achieve these 

objectives?  
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 APPLICATION OF SUPPORTING MECHANISMS IN RP1 

 
 
Summary of key points 
 

• The Commission proposes to apply an LCM in RP1. The LCM will allow MAHB to 
recover 90% of any efficient loss it incurs in RP1. The loss refers to the difference 
between: (a) an estimate of the revenue that MAHB would require over RP1 to cover its 
prudent and efficient costs (the allowed revenue); and (b) the revenue that MAHB will 
actually earn over RP1 from the imposition of aviation service charges (the actual 
revenue). The Commission proposes that the losses are recovered over a period of 10 
years starting in Year 1 of RP2. 
 

• The Commission proposes removing the ability for it to undertake an ex-post review of 
capex incurred over RP1 (with the exception of any capex investments that is subject to 
an ex ante assessment, as described below). The Commission’s view is that the sharing 
ratio proposed under the LCM should be sufficient to incentivise MAHB to incur capex 
prudently and efficiently in RP1. A general ex post capex review mechanism is therefore 
considered to introduce unnecessary regulatory uncertainty. The Commission does not 
rule out implementing an ex-post capex review mechanism as part of the RP2 
framework. 
 

• The Commission considers that if MAHB wishes to undertake certain high priority 
investment over RP1, it can ask the Commission to allow this capex to be recovered in 
full in RP2 (where it cannot be recovered in RP1). In these circumstances, the proposed 
capex would not be subject to the loss sharing ratio in the LCM. For this to occur, the 
Commission would be required to approve the capex associated with the project 
investment as being prudent and efficient in advance of the capex being incurred. 
 

• If, when applying the LCM, actual capex relating to the pre-approved project investment 

significantly exceeds the ex-ante forecast capex associated with this investment, the 

Commission can choose to undertake an ex post review of the efficiency of this 

investment. If the ex post review finds that the capex was inefficiently incurred the 

Commission can choose to remove some or all of the overspend from the determined 

cost base. 

 

 

Loss capitalisation mechanism 
 
The Commission’s proposals in CP1 

 

As discussed above, if current tariffs levels are maintained through RP1 it is likely that average 

efficient costs will be greater than average revenue over the period, meaning MAHB will incur 

losses. While this would help support the sector’s recovery over RP1, it would go against the 

Commission’s objective of ensuring that MAHB does not find it unduly difficult to finance itself, 

jeopardising the sustainability of the sector in the longer term. 

  

Therefore, in CP1 the Commission proposed the introduction of a loss capitalisation mechanism 

(“LCM”) which keeps track of the efficient losses made during RP1 and enables that loss (or a 

proportion of that loss) to be recovered through prices in the future. Essentially the LCM would 
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share any loss or gain made by MAHB over RP1 with consumers. This loss or gain does not refer 

to MAHB’s accounting profit, such as its EBIT. Rather, it is the difference between:  

 

• an estimate of the revenue that MAHB would require over RP1 to cover its prudent and efficient 

costs, which is calculated as the sum of operating costs, depreciation and an allowed return 

on the unrecovered cost of invested capital (the allowed revenue); and 

 

• the revenue that MAHB actually earns over RP1 from the imposition of aviation service 

charges (the actual revenue). 

 
If actual revenue is less than allowed revenue, MAHB would have earned less than would be 

required to cover its prudent and efficient costs. Under the LCM, a proportion of this loss will be 

recovered from customers (i.e., airlines and passengers) in future periods through proportionately 

higher aviation service charges. This could reasonably occur under a scenario where demand is 

artificially low (coming out of COVID-19), but the airport still has significant fixed costs and/or needs 

to make investments to meet future expected demand. 

 

In contrast, if actual revenue is more than allowed revenue, MAHB would have earned more than 

would be required to cover its prudent and efficient costs. A proportion of this gain will be returned 

to customers (i.e., airlines and passengers) in future periods through proportionately lower aviation 

service charges. This could occur if demand grows more quickly than expected and MAHB is able 

to service this demand without incurring significant costs. 

 

In CP1 the Commission noted that, if MAHB were allowed to recover all losses over RP1, it would 

have limited incentive to spend efficiently and reduce costs which the Commission believes would 

be to the detriment of airlines and passengers in the medium to long-term. Therefore, while 

protecting the financeability of MAHB, the Commission also needs to promote the right efficiency 

incentives when designing the mechanism. As a result, the Commission proposed a sharing ratio 

of 90%. This means that MAHB will bear 10% of any loss over RP1, and it will be able to recover 

90% of the loss over time starting from Year 1 of RP2 (see below). The Commission believes this 

will provide strong financial protection to MAHB whilst also ensuring that it will always have an 

incentive to reduce costs. As set out in CP1 there are some precedents of similar approaches 

being used in other regulated sectors, including the UK CAA.  
 
Summary of stakeholder feedback  

 

Stakeholders had mixed views on the proposal to introduce an LCM for RP1. Most stakeholders 

recognised that an LCM was warranted, although a small minority considered that MAHB should 

bear any losses itself.  

 

Stakeholders did however seek further detail on how the LCM would operate and how losses would 

be estimated under the mechanism. Some stakeholders proposed changes to LCM parameters, 

including changes to the sharing ratio so that 100% of losses are passed through to customers, 

and extending the mechanism to capture pre-RP1 losses. 
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The Commission’s recommendation 

 

Feedback from stakeholders suggests that most recognise the need for an LCM given the decision 

to defer the transition to a cost-based approach to setting aviation service charges until after the 

Malaysian aviation sector has recovered from the pandemic.  

 

The Commission acknowledges the request for further details on how the mechanism will operate 

and this is provided below. The Commission believes it is preferable to implement an ex-ante 

approach which clearly sets out in advance of RP1 how the mechanism will work and then commits 

to implementing that specific approach. This will give stakeholders certainty on precisely how the 

mechanism will work, which will help it to plan for the future.  

 

When will the LCM apply? 

 

In practice, the mechanism will be split into two distinct phases, the ‘loss accumulation’ phase 

during RP1 and the ‘loss recovery’ / ‘payback’ phase starting in RP2:  

 

• RP1: the ‘loss accumulation’ phase: The Commission proposes that the mechanism keeps 

track of the financial losses made by MAHB over the course of RP1 in full. This will give 

certainty to MAHB and airlines over the treatment of costs and revenues over the full regulatory 

period. 

 

• RP2 and beyond: the ‘loss recovery’ / ‘payback’ phase: At the start of RP2, the mechanism 

will stop keeping track of MAHB’s financial losses, and the Commission will move to the 

payback phase. This is where MAHB will start to recover the losses made during RP1 (subject 

to the sharing rates described below). The Commission proposes that the losses are recovered 

over a period of 10 years starting in Year 1 of RP24. 

 

How is the loss defined during RP1?  

 

The Commission will estimate the loss in each year of RP1 individually, before then considering 

the cumulative losses over the whole period. This loss or gain does not refer to MAHB’s accounting 

profit, such as its EBIT. Rather, it is the difference between:  

 

• an estimate of the revenue that MAHB would require over RP1 to cover its prudent and efficient 

costs (the allowed revenue); and 

 

• the revenue that MAHB will actually earn over RP1 from the imposition of aviation service 

charges (the actual revenue). 

 

The allowed revenue will derive from MAHB’s actual costs incurred over RP1 using the building 

block model that the Commission has applied in its financeability analysis. This will be the sum of: 

 

 
 
4 However, the Commission will review at the start of RP2 whether the Commission believes there are merits 
to extend the loss accumulation phase to also cover RP2, and to delay the loss recovery phase to a later 
period. This will depend on how the sector recovers over the next 3 years. If the sector continues to be in a 
world of low passenger volumes and significant uncertainty, then the Commission would examine the merits 
in extending the mechanism during RP2 as well as RP1. 
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• A return of capital invested (i.e., regulatory depreciation); 

• A return on capital invested (i.e., a fair rate of return on capital investment); 

• Operating expenses; and 

• The tax obligations that would be incurred by a benchmark efficient firm. 

 

Actual revenue and expenditure will be drawn from MAHB’s annual financial statements. Actual 

revenue will be based on MAHB’s total airport operations revenue which includes both aeronautical 

revenue and non-aeronautical revenue, which reflects a ‘hybrid till’ approach.   

 

The Commission notes that it is plausible that the loss in a given year (and over RP1 as a whole) 

could actually be negative – i.e., if MAHB were to earn a profit over the period. The Commission is 

proposing that the loss capitalisation mechanism is ‘symmetrical’, meaning if MAHB actually earns 

a profit over RP1 this is also effectively shared with consumers over the longer term, just as how 

losses would be shared with consumers too. 

 

Having calculated the loss in each individual year, at the start of RP2 the Commission would then 

calculate the cumulative loss over the whole of RP1. (As noted, this figure could be negative if 

MAHB were to earn a profit over the period.) The Commission also believes it is appropriate to 

apply a compounding rate to the losses made earlier in the period to capture the time value of 

money. A benchmark efficient firm in MAHB’s circumstances would need to finance any losses it 

incurs over RP1 and should therefore be provided with a sufficient return to recover the costs 

associated with financing those losses. The compounding rate that the Commission proposes to 

apply is the WACC that it has calculated for RP1, given in Appendix 1, as this represents the 

Commission’s estimate of the efficient return on capital. 

 

𝐶𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠

= [ 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 1  × (1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒)3]

+  [𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 2  × (1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒)2]

+  [𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 3  × (1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒)] 

  

How will the losses be recovered in RP2? 

 

Losses will be recovered through an adjustment to the cost base in RP2. As set out in more detail 

in Section 4.0, the Commission is proposing to introduce a more traditional cost-based approach 

to regulation for RP2. This will involve implementing a cost-based model to fund capital investment.  

 

In response to CP1, some stakeholders suggested that 100% of the losses be passed through to 

customers, while other stakeholders suggested that 100% of the losses be borne by MAHB. We 

do not agree with either of these options as neither will provide MAHB with appropriate incentives 

to invest efficiently. If 100% of the losses were passed through to customers, then MAHB would 

be able to recover any loss it incurred in RP1 from customers in future years. This may result in 

MAHB investing above the prudent and efficient level, such as by ‘gold-plating’ assets. On the 

other hand, if MAHB was required to bear 100% of the losses in RP1 then it may be discouraged 

from undertaking required investment – this may lead to MAHB investing below the prudent and 

efficient level, which may reduce service quality at airports.  
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We also do not agree that the LCM should apply to losses pre-RP1. As we noted in the preceding 

section, the regulatory framework should be forward looking. We have chosen to address any 

financeability concerns by assessing the impact of our proposal on MAHB’s financeability directly. 

 

Consistent with CP1, the Commission proposes that 90% of the cumulative loss (or profit) is added 

to (or subtracted from) the determined cost base at RP2. Then, over the course of RP2 and beyond, 

this amount is effectively depreciated over time and recovered through tariffs. As MAHB would also 

earn a return on the determined cost base, it would also effectively earn a return on this loss too.  

The Commission proposes that this loss is recovered over a 10-year period starting from Year 1 of 

RP2. However, the Commission may revisit this time horizon depending on how the sector recovers 

over RP1. Ideally, the loss would be recovered when passenger volumes are higher to ensure that 

the cost per passenger is relatively lower, or it could be spread out over a greater number of years 

to reduce the average cost to airport users in any given year.  

 

Application of the LCM will have the following implications: 

 

• If actual revenue is less than allowed revenue, MAHB would have earned less than would be 

required to cover its prudent and efficient costs. Under the LCM, a proportion of this loss will 

be recovered from customers (i.e., airlines and passengers) in future periods through 

proportionately higher aviation service charges. This could reasonably occur under a scenario 

where demand is artificially low (coming out of COVID-19), but the airport still has significant 

fixed costs and/or needs to make investments to meet future expected demand. 

 

• In contrast, if actual revenue is more than allowed revenue, MAHB would have earned more 

than would be required to cover its prudent and efficient costs. A proportion of this gain will be 

returned to customers (i.e., airlines and passengers) in future periods through proportionately 

lower aviation service charges. This could occur if demand grows more quickly than expected 

and MAHB is able to service this demand without incurring significant costs. 

 

The Commission believes this is a pragmatic approach and strikes a balance between ensuring 

MAHB is financeable whilst also keeping tariffs stable and predictable for RP1.  

 
 

Worked example of the LCM 

Suppose that over RP1, MAHB’s financial accounts reveal that it incurred operating costs 
of RM200m and depreciation of RM500m. In addition, suppose the Commission estimates 
that MAHB should be allowed a return of a further RM500m (to reflect a reasonable rate of 
return on the unrecovered cost of invested capital).  
 
In this case, MAHB’s allowed revenue for RP1 would be RM1.2bn, which is the sum of its 
operating costs, depreciation, and allowed return on capital. That is, MAVCOM estimates 
that MAHB would need to earn RM1.2bn over RP1 to cover its prudent and efficient costs. 
At the start of RP2, MAVCOM would compare this total allowed revenue for RP1 with 
MAHB’s actual revenue for RP1. Suppose that:  
 

• MAHB actually earns RM1.3bn over RP1, i.e., it earned RM100m more that it required 
to cover its prudent and efficient costs. In this case, MAHB would be entitled to retain 
10% of this gain (i.e., RM10m) but would be required to return 90% of the gain (i.e., 
RM90m) to customers through proportionately lower charges over the ‘payback’ period. 
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• MAHB actually earns RM1bn over RP1, i.e., it earned RM200m less than it required to 
cover its prudent and efficient costs. In this case, MAHB would be required to bear 10% 
of this loss (i.e., RM20m) but would be entitled to recover 90% of the loss (i.e., RM180m) 
from customers through proportionately higher charges over the ‘payback’ period. 

 
The Commission believes this will provide strong financial protection to MAHB whilst also 
ensuring that it will always have an incentive to reduce costs. 
 

 

Ex-post review of capital expenditure 
 
The Commission’s proposals in CP1 

 

In CP1, the Commission noted that it was considering whether to introduce an ex-post review of 

MAHB’s efficiency during RP1.  

 

At a high level, this would enable the Commission to review the delivery of MAHB’s capex plan 

over RP1 and identify whether it was wasteful or inefficient, and if so, disallow a proportion of that 

inefficiently incurred capex from the determined cost base at RP2. This would ensure that airlines 

and passengers would not end up paying for inefficiently incurred capex. The Commission noted 

that an ex-post review may help incentivize MAHB to make efficient investments in RP1, so that 

customers do not end up paying for wasteful or inefficiently incurred capex. 

 

The Commission noted potential issues with ex-post reviews. In particular, the Commission noted 

that if the scope of the review was not well-defined in advance, then there is a risk of not providing 

MAHB with regulatory certainty, which may undermine its ability to attract cost effective finance. 

There is also a risk that MAHB’s decisions are unfairly scrutinized with the benefit of hindsight.  
 
Summary of stakeholder feedback  

 

Stakeholders had mixed views on our proposal to introduce an ex-post review of MAHB’s capex 

for RP1. In general, stakeholders that opposed ex-post review did so on the basis that it introduced 

uncertainty, which may undermine investment and MAHB’s ability to raise capital – issues raised 

by the Commission itself. 
 
The Commission’s recommendation 

 

The Commission proposes removing the ability for the Commission to undertake an ex-post review 

of capex incurred over RP1 (with the exception of any capex investments that is subject to an ex 

ante assessment as described in the section below). The Commission’s view is that the sharing 

ratio proposed under the loss capitalisation mechanism should be sufficient to incentivise MAHB 

to incur capex prudently and efficiently in RP1. A general ex post capex review mechanism is 

therefore considered to introduce unnecessary regulatory uncertainty.   

 

The Commission does not rule out implementing an ex-post capex review mechanism as part of 

the RP2 framework.  
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Flexible approach for significant and necessary capex  
 
The Commission’s proposals in CP1 

 

In CP1, the Commission noted that it was considering whether a more flexible approach to capex 

governance could help to ensure that capex projects that are significant and genuinely needed in 

RP1 still go ahead. 

 

While MAHB may be able to defer some relatively low priority investments over the coming years, 

it is still plausible that it may see an increase in capital expenditure over RP1 compared to recent 

years. For instance, this would be the case if MAHB has already delayed some investments since 

the start of COVID-19 and is now ‘catching up’ and delivering the backlog during RP1, or if there 

happens to be some high priority ‘lumpy’ investments needed in the coming years. MAHB has 

suggested that the replacement of the baggage system at KLIA might be an investment that fits 

this description. The LCM may inadvertently incentivise MAHB to postpone or reduce efficient and 

prudent capex in RP1, at the expense of service quality and to the detriment of customers.  

 

A flexible approach to capex governance will help to avoid this perverse outcome. One example 

the Commission is considering is whether to exclude particular capex projects from the LCM. If this 

approach is adopted, it would be: (a) limited to ‘high priority’ investments that are required in the 

near term; and (b) based on an ex ante assessment of whether this would lead to outcomes that 

are more in line with the Commission’s regulatory objectives. 
 
Summary of stakeholder feedback  

 

Stakeholders had mixed views on our proposal to introduce flexible capex governance for RP1. A 

number of stakeholders were unclear on what this would involve. There was also discussion on 

the involvement of stakeholders in developing MAHB’s capex plans. This ranging from the two 

extremes of MAHB only engaging in discussions on its proposed capex plans with the Commission, 

to there being a need for consensus between airports and airlines on MAHB’s capex plans. 
 
The Commission’s recommendation 

 

For RP1, the Commission is not proposing to undertake a comprehensive review of MAHB’s full 

capex plan. Nor is it suggesting that there will be a need for general consensus between airport 

and airlines on MAHB’s capex for RP1. Rather, we are proposing that MAHB may choose what 

capex it undertakes over RP1. 

 

The Commission considers that MAHB will be incentivised to undertake only efficient and prudent 

capex by virtue of its revenues being constrained under RP1 and by the fact that the LCM does 

not enable the full recovery of all losses incurred over RP1 as a result of applying the loss sharing 

percentage. However, this arrangement raises the prospect that MAHB may be incentivised to 

underinvest even if there are critical projects that are prudent, efficient and necessary for RP1.  

 

The Commission considers that if MAHB wishes to undertake certain high priority investment over 

RP1, it can ask the Commission to allow this capex to be recovered in full in RP2 (where it cannot 

be recovered in RP1). In these circumstances, the proposed capex would not be subject to the 

loss sharing ratio in the LCM. For this to occur, the Commission would be required to approve the 

capex associated with the project investment as being prudent and efficient in advance of the capex 

being incurred. 
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In assessing the capex’s prudency and efficiency ex ante the Commission would take into account 

the following: 

 

• The level of stakeholder consultation undertaken in developing the proposed investment and 

stakeholder views and feedback on the proposed capex investment. MAHB should be required 

to consult with stakeholders on any significant project investments and demonstrate to the 

Commission how it has taken stakeholder views into account The Commissions view is that 

this transparency will help support good decision making. 

• Whether the Commission is satisfied that the proposed capex is required to meet or manage 

expected demand, comply with applicable regulations, or maintain the reliability, quality and 

security of supply of regulated services. 

• Whether the forecast costs reflect the prudent and efficient costs of achieving the objectives 

of the investment. 

• Whether the forecast capex is based on a realistic expectation of the demand and cost inputs 

required to deliver the investment. 

 

The Commission would therefore expect MAHB to submit a proposal that include analysis 

demonstrating the forecast expenditure is prudent and efficient by addressing the key matters 

described above. This should include documentation and underlying data sufficient to support the 

analysis and demonstrate why the capex project proposed is the preferred option of investment. 

 

The Commission considers that an investment that is required as a result of an explicit government 

direction requesting MAHB to undertake this investment or where MAHB can demonstrate there is 

consensus between MAHB and the relevant airlines/customers on the need for this investment 

should be deemed prudent. However, the Commission can still choose to assess the forecast 

capex associated to these investments in respect to its efficiency. 

 

Where MAHB cannot demonstrate that the relevant customers agree with the prudency and/or 

efficiency of the investment they may still seek an ex ante assessment from the Commission for 

the project in question. 

 

The actual capex associated with any pre-approved projects of investment would not be subject to 

the loss sharing ratio under the LCM.  This would be practically achieved by adding in an additional 

allowance to the estimate of Cumulative Loss under the LCM to account for an additional 10% 

return of and on this pre-approved capex when incurred.  

 

If when applying the LCM actual capex relating to the pre-approved project investment significantly 

exceeds the ex-ante forecast capex associated with this investment, the Commission can choose 

to undertake an ex post review of the efficiency of this investment. If the ex post review find that 

the capex was inefficiently incurred the Commission can choose to remove some or all the 

overspend from the loss capitalisation mechanism. The Commission proposes that any such ex-

post reviews would be subject to the following conditions intended to provide regulatory certainty: 

 

• The review will be conducted with reference to the circumstances and the information 

reasonably available to MAHB at the time MAHB made key decisions associated with this 

capex including information on the nature and extent of relevant risks and uncertainties. In 

other words, MAHB’s investment decisions will not be critiqued with hindsight.  
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• Capex that is incurred in line with good industry practice, based on the circumstances and 

conditions existing at the time the expenditure is incurred, will not be considered inefficient. 

This means that any overspend associated with an unexpected increase in input costs would 

not be considered inefficient.  

 

 

Stakeholder questions 

 

Question 4: Do you agree with the Commission's proposed approach to applying the Loss 

Capitalisation Mechanism to MAHB? 

 

Question 5: Do you agree with the Commission's proposal to not undertake an ex-post 

review of MAHB's capital expenditure incurred over RP1 (with the exception of any capex 

that is subject to an ex ante assessment)? 

 

Question 6: Do you have any comments on the Commission's proposal to allow MAHB to 

request the Commission to undertake an ex-ante review of certain high priority investment 

over RP1, including the Commission's proposal to exclude any capex approved on an ex-

ante basis from the loss sharing ratio in the LCM, and to subject this capex to an ex-post 

review in the event that MAHB significantly overspends the allowance? 
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 LONG TERM FRAMEWORK FOR SETTING TARIFFS 

 
 
Summary of key points 

 

• From RP2 onwards, the Commission is proposing to move to a cost-based framework 
for setting aviation service charges. This will involve using a building block model to 
determine MAHB allowed revenue from the provision of aviation services, having regard 
to projections of efficient capital and operating costs of providing those services, 
including a reasonable return on efficient capital invested in the business.  
 

• The Commission considers that the current form of control, which involves the 
Commission specifying a schedule of fixed prices for individual services, is not well 
suited to achieving the Commission's regulatory objectives in the future, and is therefore 
not appropriate for application to MAHB in the longer term. 
 

• Instead, the Commission is proposing to apply an Average Price Cap. An average price 
cap is a cap on the average revenue per unit that MAHB can recover. The cap is 
calculated by dividing the airport operator’s maximum allowable revenue (MAR) by a 
particular unit (or units) of output, usually number of passengers. MAHB would comply 
with the constraint by proposing the structure and level of tariffs for all its airports so that 
the average revenue is equal to or less than the MAR per unit of output. 
 

• In developing the Average Price Cap, the Commission is proposing to apply a hybrid till. 

Under this approach, the expenses and revenues associated with the wider activities of 

MAHB, that are not related to, or complementary to the firm’s airport operations are 

excluded. This means only aeronautical services and other non-aeronautical services 

whose revenues are a direct by-product of aeronautical services or share common costs 

with the provision of aeronautical services in the assessment. The Commission 

considers that a hybrid till approach is preferable because it replicates competitive 

pricing outcomes and it is more proportionate and practical. 

 

 

The Commission’s proposals in CP1 

 

In CP1, the Commission noted that it was considering applying cost-based regulation to MAHB in 

the longer term (i.e., after recovery from the pandemic).  

 

Under a cost-based approach, the Commission would determine the maximum revenue that MAHB 

would be permitted to earn from the provision of aviation services, having regard to projections of 

efficient capital and operating costs of providing those services, including a reasonable return on 

efficient capital invested in the business. Depending on the particular form of cost-based regulation 

that is applied, the Commission may also determine prices, or average prices, that MAHB would 

be permitted to charge to recover allowed revenues. 

 

The Commission noted that a major advantage of cost-based regulation is that there is a direct link 

between efficient and prudent expenditure by airport operators, and the level of charges levied on 

users. This form of regulation is also applied at other airports, e.g., in the UK, and Spain.  
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Summary of stakeholder feedback 

 

Stakeholders generally supported moving to a cost-based approach in RP2. There was recognition 

that a cost-based approach would improve efficiency and is consistent with regulation of monopoly 

infrastructure elsewhere. A key discussion point was whether the DCB should be based on a single, 

dual or hybrid till. Some stakeholders indicated a preference for a dual till approach. 

 

Application of a building block framework to MAHB 

 

MAHB has a near monopoly position in the Malaysian airports industry, operating 39 of the 42 

commercial airports in the country. The GoM has indicated its willingness to enter into a new 

Operating Agreement with MAHB for GoM-owned airport assets in Malaysia until 2069. MAHB’s 

near monopoly position over airport assets will therefore extend for the duration of the Operating 

Agreement. 

 

The main rationale to regulate a monopoly or an entity with market power is that the regulated 

entity may abuse its dominant position by either charging excessively or reducing the quality of 

service below the level that would have resulted from an environment with effective competition. 

 

In the Commission’s previous Aeronautical Charges Framework Review in June 2019, the 

Commission had proposed adopting a ‘building block’ model to regulate MAHB. The Commission 

still considers that a building block model is appropriate for application to MAHB once the aviation 

sector has sufficiently recovered from the COVID-19 pandemic. The building block model involves 

separately estimating an allowance for the underlying components (or ‘building blocks’) of 

allowable revenue, having regard to projections of the efficient capital and operating costs of 

providing aviation services.  

 

The key building blocks are: 

 

• operating expenditure, being an amount to compensate the business for the cost of 
maintenance and non-capital costs of providing aviation services; 
 

• the return of capital (otherwise known as depreciation), being an amount to compensate 
the business for the cost of efficient capital invested in the business, and is calculated by 
reference to the value of assets used for the delivery of aviation services and their expected 
economic life; 
 

• the return on capital, being a return on the assets deployed to provide aviation services, where 
the allowed rate of return is commensurate with that required by a benchmark efficient business 
providing services with a similar degree of risk; 

 

• the estimated cost of corporate income tax, being an amount that reflects the corporate 
income tax obligations of a benchmark efficient business; and 

 

• increments or decrements related to incentive schemes, being any adjustments to allowed 
revenue as a result of any incentive schemes applied by the Commission. 

 
There are a number of benefits to adopting a building block model to regulate MAHB.  
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A building block model provides a clear linkage between the prices that MAHB is allowed to charge 

for aviation services, and the prudent and efficient cost of providing those services, including a 

reasonable rate of return on the unrecovered cost of capital expenditure. Prices are determined by 

reference to expenditure benchmarks with minimal scope for review within the regulatory period. 

This maintains incentives for MAHB to be efficient, by rewarding (or penalising) the operator for 

achieving expenditure lower (or higher) than the benchmark level. In addition, a building block 

model allows the Commission to employ other explicit incentive mechanisms to encourage the 

operator to reduce expenditure over time. The building block model is widely used across other 

regulated sectors in Malaysia (including, for example, the energy sector), and by regulators in other 

jurisdictions (including, for example, the Civil Aviation Authority in the United Kingdom). 

 

The Commission is revisiting the methodology for applying a building block model to MAHB, and 

notes that the methodology used to estimate regulated revenues in future regulatory periods may 

differ from that considered by the Commission in its Aeronautical Charges Framework Review of 

June 2019. Further details on the Commission’s proposed building block model and how it will be 

used to determine allowable revenues will be provided in a subsequent consultation paper. The 

focus of this consultation paper will be on the form of control that will apply under the building block 

framework. 

 

The current form of control is unlikely to promote efficiency 

 

The form of control (sometimes referred to as a ‘control mechanism’) refers to the mechanism used 

by regulators to constrain the exercise of significant market power, and to promote efficient 

investment in, and efficient operation and use of, regulated services for the long-term interests of 

users.  

 

The form of control is a key element of the regulatory framework since it has a direct bearing on: 

 

• Cost recovery: the control mechanism will affect the extent to which a regulated business can 
recover its efficient capital and operating costs, plus a reasonable rate of return; 
 

• Incentives: the control mechanism will affect the incentives that a regulated business faces 
under regulation, e.g., it can provide incentives to service or not service growth, improve service 
quality, and invest in greater efficiencies over time; and 
 

• Risk: the form of control will determine how risk (primarily demand risk) will be allocated 
between a regulated business and its customers. 
 

The current form of control applying to MAHB is a schedule of fixed prices for individual services. 

Under this mechanism, the Commission specifies a fixed price for every service provided by the 

airport operator. The operator complies with this constraint by charging prices which match the 

price schedule in each year of the regulatory period.  

 

While this approach has worked well to-date, the Commission considers that it is not well suited to 

achieving the Commission’s regulatory objectives in the future, and is therefore not appropriate for 

application to MAHB in the longer term. In reaching this view, the Commission has taken into 

account a number of factors including: 
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• Efficiency – A schedule of fixed prices requires the Commission to make a determination on 
the structure of aviation service charges. In theory, this mechanism can lead to efficient 
outcomes if the Commission has perfect information about MAHB’s underlying cost structure 
and demand forecasts. In practice, asymmetric information between a regulator and regulated 
business increases the risk that the regulator adopts an inefficient tariff structure. An inefficient 
tariff structure may not encourage the airport to use its facilities efficiently, nor will it encourage 
airport users to reflect the true cost impact of their behaviour in their decisions. This may lead 
to inefficient capital investment in the long term. 
 

• Revenue recovery – Under a schedule of fixed prices, airports bear all demand risk. If actual 
demand is less than forecast demand, the airport will under-recover its efficient costs. This may 
negatively impact the financial sustainability of the airport. Alternatively, if actual demand is 
greater than forecast demand, the airport will over-recover its efficient costs. This means that 
consumers paid more than the competitive level for access to airport services. Neither outcome 
is in the long-term interests of customers. 

 

• Regulatory costs – Regulatory costs are relatively high (as compared to alternative 
approaches, which are discussed further below) since the Commission is required to determine 
the efficient tariff structure. This requires consideration of the key cost drivers at each regulated 
airport. 

 

• Flexibility and adaptability – A schedule of fixed prices provides no flexibility to adjust the 
structure or level of tariffs within a regulatory period. This substantially limits the ability of MAHB 
to respond to market changes (such as new or alterative airline business models) or exogenous 
shocks (such as a future pandemic or another event that causes a significant change in 
passenger movements) until the next regulatory cycle. 

 

• Operational risks – As noted above, the airport will bear all demand risk. It is therefore 
incentivized to increase demand (air traffic) above forecast levels as this will translate into 
greater profits for the airport. In the long term, this may help to improve the competitiveness of 
the Malaysian aviation sector since the airport is incentivized to introduce new flights, new 
airlines and new connections. However, there are several factors that may undermine airline 
competition, including the risk of adopting an inefficient tariff structure, and the fact that MAHB 
has limited flexibility to respond to market changes within regulatory periods. For instance, 
developing new routes involves higher risk to airlines which airports are well placed to address 
through their tariff structure. Greater flexibility to set tariffs can therefore better incentivise traffic 
growth, for the long run benefit of all users. 

 

In view of this, the Commission is considering a number of several alternative control mechanisms 

to apply to MAHB.  

 

The Commission is considering alternative forms of control 

 

The Commission has considered a range of alternative control mechanisms – see Table 3.  
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‘Heavier handed’ regulation ‘Lighter handed’ regulation 

Revenue cap Rate of return / cost plus regulation 

Revenue yield (average price cap) Yardstick/benchmarked tariffs 

Schedule of fixed prices Precautionary tariffs 

Price caps for individual services Negotiate-arbitrate models 

Weighted average price cap Pricing rules 

Long run marginal cost (LRMC) pricing Price monitoring 

A combination of the above (hybrid)  

Table 3 – Alternative control mechanisms (preferred one in yellow) 

 

The Commission does not consider that the ‘light handed’ options will promote efficiency or be 

consistent with the Commission’s regulatory obligations. These options are unlikely to provide 

sufficiently strong incentives to curb MAHB’s market power. Further, a number of these options do 

not involve publishing prices, and therefore would be inconsistent with the Commission’s legal 

obligations under Act 771. 

 

Of the remaining options, the Commission considers that price caps on individual services and a 

revenue cap are unlikely to be appropriate. Price caps on individual services operates much the 

same way as the current regulatory approach, however instead of the Commission specifying the 

price for each service, it will specify a price cap. MAHB would comply with this constraint by 

charging prices that are equal to or below each price cap. The Commission considers that this 

approach has the same issues at the current form of regulation in that it increases the risk of 

adopting inefficient tariff structures and is unlikely to be suitable, flexible and adaptable to future 

market changes. 

 

A revenue cap sets a maximum allowable revenue for each year of the regulatory period. MAHB 

must then recover revenue equal to or less than the allowed revenue. MAHB would comply with 

this constraint by forecasting demand for the next regulatory year and setting prices so that the 

expected revenue is equal to or less than the allowed revenue. Under a revenue cap, MAHB bears 

no demand risk since revenue recovery is guaranteed. As such, MAHB will not be incentivized to 

increase demand (air traffic) above forecast levels as this will have no impact on its profit. In the 

long term, this may reduce the competitiveness of the Malaysian aviation sector since the airport 

is not incentivized to introduce new flights, new airlines and new connections. 

 

In light of the above, the Commission has focused on two key control mechanisms: a revenue yield 

(average price cap) mechanism, and a weighted average price cap mechanism.  
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• An average price cap (“APC”), or ‘revenue yield’ control, is a cap on the average revenue per 
unit that MAHB can recover. The cap is calculated by dividing the airport operator’s maximum 
allowable revenue (“MAR”) by a particular unit (or units) of output, usually number of 
passengers. MAHB would comply with the constraint by setting prices so that the average 
revenue is equal to or less than the MAR per unit of output.5 

 

• A weighted average price cap (“WAPC”) is a cap on the average increase in prices from one 
year to the next. There are many similarities with an average price cap. In particular, the 
mechanism allows prices for different services to adjust each year by different amounts. For 
example, some prices may rise while others may fall, subject to the overall WAPC constraint. 
A weighted average is used to reflect the fact that services may be sold in different quantities. 
Therefore, a small increase in the price of a frequently provided service must be offset by a 
large decrease in the price of an infrequently provided service. MAHB would comply with this 
constraint by setting prices so that the change in the weighted average price across all 
regulated services is equal to or less than the CPI–X cap.6 

 

In the present case, the Commission expects that an average price cap will have similar efficiency 

incentives,7 whilst also being simpler to develop and administer compared to a WAPC. Based on 

this assessment, the Commission considers that an APC should be adopted. 

 

Overview of the Commission’s proposed average price cap 

 

An average price cap, or ‘revenue yield’ control, is a cap on the average revenue per unit that 

MAHB can recover. The cap is calculated by dividing the airport operator’s maximum allowable 

revenue (MAR) by a particular unit (or units) of output, usually number of passengers. MAHB would 

comply with the constraint by setting prices so that the average revenue is equal to or less than 

the MAR per unit of output.8 

 

1. Develop revenue allowance: Using a DCB-based framework, determine the maximum 

allowable revenue (MAR) for all MAHB airports for each year of the regulatory period. 

 

2. Develop passenger forecasts: Determine forecasts of output (usually number of passengers) 

for all MAHB airports for each year of the regulatory period. 

 
 
5 An average price is applied by the Civil Aviation Authority (UK) to determine regulated tariffs for Heathrow 
Airport. It is also applied by Suruhanjaya Tenaga to determine tariffs for certain regulated entities in the 
electricity and gas sector in Peninsular Malaysia - See Appendix 2 for further information. 
6 The Australian Energy Regulator (AER) typically applies a WAPC to determine regulated prices for gas 
networks in eastern Australia. 
7 A key difference between an average price cap and WAPC is the impact on airport incentives when there 
are multiple ‘outputs’ or ‘services’ for which tariffs can be set. A WAPC can improve the efficiency of prices 
by incentivising a regulated business to lower prices for services that are relatively demand elastic (i.e., 
where this will result in a material increase in quantities demanded), and to raise prices for services that are 
relatively demand inelastic (i.e., where this will have an insignificant impact on quantities demand). In the 
present case, the Commission is not convinced that the benefits of a WAPC will materialise. This is because 
airport services are typically complementary and are only one component of the total airfare that end-users 
pay. These factors means that the ability for MAHB to price discriminate is limited. 
8 An average price is applied by the Civil Aviation Authority (UK) to determine regulated tariffs for Heathrow 
Airport. It is also applied by Suruhanjaya Tenaga to determine tariffs for certain regulated entities in the 
electricity and gas sector in Peninsular Malaysia - See Appendix 2 for further information. 
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3. Calculate average price cap: Calculate the average price cap by dividing the total MAR by 

the total number of forecast passengers. The average price cap is typically escalated annually 

on a CPI-X basis, where the X-factor reflects expected efficiency gains. 

 

4. Specify side constraints: The Commission will specify side constraints that MAHB must 

comply with when setting tariffs. This may include, for instance, caps on the percentage change 

in tariffs from one year to the next (to avoid price shocks) and that MAHB must determine 

separate PSCs for different airports or terminals. 

 
5. MAHB will propose tariffs: MAHB will propose the structure and level of tariffs for all airports 

provided that the expected revenue per passenger over the regulatory period is equal to or less 

than the average price cap determined by the Commission.  

 

6. MAVCOM will determine tariffs: The Commission will review the tariffs proposed by MAHB 

to ensure they are consistent with the average price cap and side constraints. If so, the 

Commission will approve and publish the tariffs. If not, the Commission will adjust the tariffs to 

bring them in line with the average price cap and publish the adjusted tariffs. 

 
7. Ex-post adjustment: The Commission will apply an ex-post adjustment to account for any 

over recovery of the average price cap in previous regulatory periods. 

 

A typical formula for calculating the average price cap is provided in Box 2 below. 

 

 

 

: Typical formula for calculating the APC 

 
 

𝐴𝑃𝐶𝑡 =  
𝑀𝐴𝑅𝑡

𝑃𝐴𝑋𝑡
 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐴𝑃𝐶𝑡+1 =  𝐴𝑃𝐶𝑡(1 + 𝐶𝑃𝐼)(1 ± 𝑋𝑡)  

Where: 
• APCt = the average price cap determined by the Commission for period t 
• MARt = the maximum allowable revenue determined by the Commission for period t 
• PAXt = forecast passengers for period t 
• Xt = the allowed real average price increase 
• CPI = the most recent change in the consumer price index 

 
 

The Commission’s proposal on the regulatory till 

 

Under the longer-term regulatory framework, the Commission can set charges for aviation services 

using a single, hybrid or dual till approach 

 

• Under a single till approach, revenues and expenses from all MAHB’s services are included. 

  

• Under a hybrid till approach, the expenses and revenues associated with the wider activities 

of MAHB, that are not related to, or complementary to the firm’s airport operations are excluded. 
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This means only aeronautical services and other non-aeronautical services whose revenues 

are a direct by-product of aeronautical services or share common costs with the provision of 

aeronautical services in the assessment. 

 

• Under a dual till approach, the costs of providing aeronautical services are separated from 

those incurred for providing non-aeronautical services and only the revenue from aeronautical 

services are included. 

 

Different approaches are applied across Asia, Australia and Europe. In Italy and the UK, airport 

operators are subject to a price cap regime which is based on the single-till approach. By contrast 

in the Netherlands and Australia a dual till approach is applied (albeit in Australia this is only for 

the purposes of price monitoring). 

 

The Commission considers that a hybrid till approach is preferable because it: 

 

• replicates competitive pricing outcomes and  

• it is more proportionate and practical.  

A hybrid till approach will replicate competitive pricing outcomes 

An airport operating in a competitive market can be assumed to take into account non-aeronautical 

income when setting aeronautical charges, provided the existence of the aeronautical activity leads 

to the non-aeronautical income. 

 

If the airport expects to generate economic profits (from its non-aeronautical services) from arriving 

or departing passengers, these economic profits will reduce the airport‘s perceived marginal costs 

of providing aeronautical services to these passengers. In a competitive market, the airport will 

consequently reduce its aeronautical charges by the full amount of the profit per passenger to 

reflect this. It has no choice but to do so. Because if it does not fully pass on this benefit to 

customers then its rival airports can undercut it by doing so. 

 

Consider the income an airport earns from retail activities, or from car parking. Both of these 

sources of income would be likely to rise proportionately with any increase in the throughput of 

passengers at the airport. These sources of income are therefore a direct by-product of serving 

more passengers. In other words, there is a direct causal link from aviation activity to increased 

revenues on the non-aeronautical side. More passengers will mean, other things being equal, more 

non-aeronautical revenues. The reverse causation cannot be supported: it cannot be argued that 

more air travel occurs at an airport because people are gathered together to shop or that an 

increase in shopping at the airport causes an increase in the number of people who fly. 

 

Because of the direction of causation, the competitive airport will have no option but to factor its 

earnings from non-aeronautical services into its aeronautical charges. If an airport in a competitive 

environment is lax in developing its retail services then a rival may be able to undercut it by 

generating higher non-aeronautical profits. Hence the competitive process should induce airports 

to maximise non-aeronautical rents, which will then be factored into aeronautical charges. 

 

The conclusion is that an airport in a competitive market will deduct from its aeronautical charges 

the amount that it expects an efficient airport rival to be able to generate. On this basis the key 

benefit from hybrid till regulation is that it most closely replicates the way an airport would set its 

charges in a competitive market as the regulator takes into account those revenues that are directly 
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related to passenger volumes. Therefore, single/hybrid till regulation, if properly applied, leads to 

more efficient price signals for the use of, and investment in, airport facilities. 

 

In contrast, dual till regulation would lead to aeronautical charges being set above the competitive 

level. As a result, the airport would generate excess profits from aeronautical activities (because it 

would retain some of the commercial profit that is a direct by-product of that activity). This would 

distort the airport‘s future investment decisions. 

A hybrid till regulation is proportionate and practical 

Many activities carried out at the airport have costs in common. Passenger terminals offer 

passenger transit services, but also support the airport‘s retail functions. Any allocation of costs 

between these two services presents the opportunity for regulatory gaming on the part of the 

regulated airport. To counter this, the regulator would have to invest a significant amount of time 

in analysing the cost allocation procedures and satisfying themselves that they are robust. 

 

But this cost allocation process is unlikely to be satisfactory. Economic theory shows that when 

services share common costs it is possible to place bounds on the share of costs that may be 

allocated to each service, but within these bounds any more precise allocation is arbitrary. For 

example, consider the common costs between the retail and the (regulated) passenger handling 

functions in an airport terminal. In this circumstance the cost allocation could be done on the basis 

of the proportion of terminal space required for aeronautical and non-aeronautical service. 

However, it is important to note that this is somewhat arbitrary as costs are intrinsically shared. 

 

Because hybrid till regulation would not appear to require MAVCOM to allocate costs it significantly 

simplifies the process of regulation and avoids the need to monitor the arbitrary boundary between 

regulated and unregulated costs. Given the size of the common costs, associated with an airport’s 

shared facilities, a single or hybrid till approach is therefore more practical. Furthermore, requiring 

the regulator to allocate costs would significantly increase the opportunities for regulatory gaming 

as regulated airports would have incentives to argue that most costs are incurred to provide 

aeronautical services. 

 

Stakeholder questions 

 

Question 7: In the longer term (i.e., from RP2 onwards), do you agree with the Commission's 

proposal to apply a building block model to determine MAHB's allowable revenue from RP2 

onwards? Do you agree with the Commission's proposal to apply an average price cap as 

the form of regulatory control? Do you agree with the Commission's proposal to set charges 

based on a hybrid till? 
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 REGULATION OF OTHER AIRPORT OPERATORS 

 
 
Summary of key points 
 

• The Commission has decided to allow JHB, KTE and TGC to propose tariffs for RP1 for 
the Commission’s consideration and approval. 

 

 

The Commission’s proposals in CP1 

 

In CP1, the Commission proposed excluding JHB, KTE and TGC from the building block framework 

that it has proposed applying to MAHB in the longer term (i.e., after recovery from the pandemic).  

Instead, these airports would be allowed to propose tariffs for the Commission’s consideration and 

approval.  

 

This was based on a market power study undertaken by the Commission as part of its previous 

Aeronautical Charges Framework Review of June 2019 which found that the operators of these 

airports, SATS and TMDSB, either did not have market power or did not have the ability to exercise 

market power.  

 

While ideally the Commission would undertake another market power assessment to determine 

whether factors have changed which alter the ability and willingness of airports to exercise market 

power. However, in the intervening time, the COVID-19 pandemic has significantly disrupted air 

traffic and airport operations. The Commission considers that an assessment of market power at 

this time is unlikely to give an accurate picture of market power in the long run. Despite this, the 

Commission is not aware of any changes that have occurred in either the use or operation of these 

airports which would substantially alter its assessment of market power. 

 

Summary of stakeholder feedback  

 

Stakeholders generally agreed with the Commissions assessment that SATS and TMDSB either 

do not possess market power or do not have the ability to exercise market power, and so should 

be excluded from the building block model. One point that was raised by stakeholders was whether 

this would apply from RP1 or RP2. 

 

The Commission’s recommendation 

 

The Commission proposes to retain its approach in CP1. Specifically, JHB, KTE and TGC will be 

allowed to propose tariffs for RP1 for the Commission’s consideration and approval.  
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 NEXT STEPS 
 

Details of the consultation 

 

The Commission is inviting comments within 5 weeks of publication of this consultation paper (by 

10 April 2023 at 5pm). 

 

All comments on this consultation paper must be in writing and are to be delivered via email to 

airport.charges@mavcom.my or by post to the following address:  

 

Malaysian Aviation Commission  

Level 19, Menara 1 Sentrum  

201, Jalan Tun Sambanthan  

50470 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia  

Attn: Mr. Leong Chuo Sheng 

 

  

mailto:airport.charges@mavcom.my
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APPENDIX 1: Inputs to financeability test – WACC 

 

The role of the WACC 

 

The Commission adopts a standard ‘building block’ approach to determine the allowed revenues 

in relation to the provision of regulated aeronautical services.  This approach is designed to ensure 

that the allowed revenues are just sufficient to cover the costs of providing the regulated service, 

including the provision of a reasonable return on capital.  

 

The building block approach sets the annual revenue requirement to be just sufficient to cover:  

• A return of efficient capital invested (i.e., regulatory depreciation); 

• A return on efficient capital invested (i.e., a fair rate of return on capital investment); 

• Efficient operating expenses; and 

• The tax obligations that would be incurred by a benchmark efficient firm. 

 

That is, the infrastructure owner should be able to generate revenues that are sufficient to cover 

any efficient operating costs and taxes that must be paid each year.  The owner should also be 

able to recover any efficient capital that was invested to buy or build the infrastructure.  The owner 

should also be able to earn a reasonable rate of return on the efficient capital they have invested. 

 

The allowed return on capital is computed each year by multiplying the amount of capital invested 

in the business at the beginning of the year (the determined cost base or “DCB”) by an estimate of 

the reasonable return on capital that would just fairly compensate investors for the risk of their 

investment.  The reasonable return on capital is estimated as the weighted average cost of capital 

(“WACC”).  This is a weighted average of the cost of debt and equity capital, recognising that some 

capital is likely to be provided in the form of debt/loans and some capital will be provided in the 

form of equity. 

 

Use of a benchmark approach to setting the WACC allowance 

 

The Commission follows the standard approach adopted by regulators that administer incentive-

based systems of economic regulation, whereby the allowed return on capital is set for a 

benchmark efficient firm.  That is, the WACC parameters are not estimated for the regulated firm 

itself, but rather for an efficient benchmark firm providing the regulated services. This is to ensure 

that the regulated business:  

 

• is only allowed to earn revenues that an efficient firm operating in a competitive market could 

expect to earn, rather than the return that a firm with substantial market power or natural 

monopoly characteristics would expect to earn; and 

 

• faces appropriate incentives to finance itself efficiently and prudently. 

 

Under this benchmark approach, the Commission does not seek to set the allowed return on capital 

in line with MAHB’s actual cost of capital. Instead, the Commission seeks to derive an estimate of 

each WACC parameter that would apply to a benchmark efficient firm, and then use those 

estimates to ‘build up’ an estimate of the rate of return that would be required by a benchmark 

efficient firm delivering aeronautical services in Malaysia. 
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WACC formulation  

 

As explained above, regulated charges should be set at a level that would generate just sufficient 

expected revenue to allow the regulated business to pay its efficient corporation tax obligations 

over the regulatory period. In practice, there are two different ways in which regulators provide a 

tax allowance: 

 

• Approach 1: One approach would be to set the revenue allowance for the business using a 

pre-tax WACC. The pre-tax WACC represents the rate of return on capital that the regulated 

business would need to earn in order to pay its expected (benchmark efficient) tax obligations 

and pay its equity and debt investors the efficient return they require. 

 

• Approach 2: The alternative approach would be to provide the business with a separate 

revenue building block to cover the firm’s efficient expected tax obligations over the regulatory 

period. If this approach were adopted, the regulator would set a so-called vanilla WACC 

allowance, which represents the rate of return required to pay its equity and debt investors the 

efficient return they require. No compensation for tax obligations would be provided through 

the WACC allowance since a separate revenue building block allowance would be provided for 

that purpose. 

 

These two approaches are illustrated in the stylised diagram in Figure 3 below. As the Figure 

shows, under Approach 1, the regulated business is provided an allowance for efficient tax 

obligations through the return on capital allowance (via the pre-tax WACC); under Approach 2, the 

business is provided with a tax allowance that is separate from the return on capital allowance 

(which is set using the vanilla WACC). 

 

In certain circumstances, the two approaches can produce the same estimate of the total allowed 

revenue for the firm—as shown in the illustrative example in Figure 3. However, in other 

circumstances the two approaches will produce different estimates of the efficient tax obligation 

that the regulated firm is expected to face over the regulatory period—and therefore, different 

estimates of the overall revenue requirement of the business. This is discussed in further detail 

below. 
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Figure 3 – Two approaches for providing an allowance for efficient tax obligations 

 
Approach 1: Use of a pre-tax WACC to set the return on capital allowance 

 

Under the first approach described above, the return on capital allowance would be set using an 

estimate of the firm’s pre-tax WACC, which is a weighted average of the pre-tax cost of equity and 

the pre-tax cost debt:  

 

𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑒-𝑡𝑎𝑥 =
𝐸

𝑉

𝑟𝑒

1 − 𝑇
+

𝐷

𝑉
𝑟𝑑 

 

where: 

 

• 𝑟𝑒 represents the post-tax cost of equity capital – the return that investors must expect to receive 

in order to commit equity capital to the firm; 

• 𝑇 is the corporate tax rate for Malaysia; 

• 
𝑟𝑒

1−𝑇
 is the pre-tax cost of equity capital; 

• 𝑟𝑑 represents the pre-tax cost of debt capital – the return that investors must receive in order 

to lend debt capital to the firm; 

• 𝐸 represents the amount of equity capital; and 

• 𝐷 represents the amount of debt capital;  

• 𝑉 represents the total capital, being the sum of 𝐸 and 𝐷; consequently 

• 𝐸/𝑉 represents the relative proportion of equity finance; and 

• 𝐷/𝑉 represents the relative proportion of debt finance (commonly referred to as the gearing 

ratio). 

Opex Opex

Depreciation Depreciation

Return on 
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calculated using 
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The Commission adopts standard regulatory practice in estimating the required return on equity 

using the Capital Asset Pricing Model (“CAPM”): 

 

𝑟𝑒 = 𝑟𝑓 + 𝛽 × 𝑀𝑅𝑃 

 

where: 

 

• 𝑟𝑓 represents the ‘risk-free rate of return.’  This is the return that is available to investors on an 

investment that is completely free of risk.  AAA-rated government bonds are usually assumed 

to be a good proxy for such a risk-free investment;  

• 𝑀𝑅𝑃 represents the ‘market risk premium,’ which is the amount of extra return (over and above 

the return on a risk-free asset) that investors would require for investing in the average asset; 

and 

• 𝛽 represents the ‘equity beta,’ which indicates the extent to which the particular investment has 

more or less non-diversifiable risk than average.9  For example, an equity beta of 1.2 indicates 

that the investment is 20% more risky than average, in which case it would require a risk 

premium that is 20% more than would be required for an investment of average risk. 

 

The pre-tax cost of capital represents the rate of return on capital that the regulated business would 

need to earn in order to pay its expected (benchmark efficient) tax obligations and pay its equity 

and debt investors the efficient return they require. As such, the pre-tax WACC incorporates an 

allowance for corporation tax by grossing up the allowed return on equity to a pre-tax level. The 

rationale is to allow the regulated business just enough pre-tax profit (i.e., a pre-tax return on equity 

allowance) such that sufficient post-tax profit is left over to pay shareholders their required return 

on equity, after corporation tax has been paid. 

 

The key advantage of Approach 1 is simplicity. Incorporating the tax allowance into the allowed 

rate of return simplifies the calculation of allowed revenues by avoiding the need to perform a 

separate ‘bottom-up’ calculation of the efficient tax obligation of the business. 

The key disadvantage of Approach 1 is that, in certain circumstances, it can result in a tax 

allowance that is less reflective of the efficient tax obligation of the regulated business than would 

be produced by Approach 2—as explained below. 
 
Approach 2: Use of a vanilla WACC to set the return on capital allowance 

 

Under the second approach described above, the return on capital allowance would be set using 

an estimate of the firm’s vanilla WACC, which is a weighted average of the post-tax cost of equity 

and the pre-tax cost debt:  

 

𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑎 =
𝐸

𝑉
𝑟𝑒 +

𝐷

𝑉
𝑟𝑑 

 

 

 

 
 
9 According to the theory of the CAPM, in efficient, competitive capital markets equity investors only require 
compensation for non-diversifiable (i.e., ‘systematic’) risk. This is because in such capital markets, investors 
can eliminate non-systematic risk through diversification, so would not require a return for bearing 
diversifiable risk. 
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where, once again: 

 

• 𝑟𝑒 represents the post-tax cost of equity capital, estimated using the CAPM; 

• 𝑟𝑑 represents the pre-tax cost of debt capital; 

• 𝐸 represents the amount of equity capital;  

• 𝐷 represents the amount of debt capital;  

• 𝑉 represents the total capital, being the sum of 𝐸 and 𝐷; consequently 

• 𝐸/𝑉 represents the relative proportion of equity finance; and 

• 𝐷/𝑉 represents the relative proportion of debt finance. 

 

Under the vanilla WACC formulation, no allowance for the payment of corporation tax is provided 

within the allowed rate of return. Rather, the allowed rate of return is set at a level that provides the 

firm with just enough post-tax profit (via a post-tax cost of equity allowance) to pay its shareholders 

their required return on equity, after the firm has paid corporation tax.  

 

Then, the business would be provided with a separate revenue building block tax allowance for 

each year in the forthcoming regulatory period, which would typically be computed as follows: 

 

𝑇𝑎𝑥 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = (𝑇𝑎𝑥𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 − 𝑇𝑎𝑥 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑) × 𝑇 

 

where: 

 

• 𝑇𝑎𝑥𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 represents the total allowed revenue before tax less total tax expenses (e.g., 

efficient opex, efficient tax depreciation, efficient interest expense); 

• 𝑇𝑎𝑥 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 are any accumulated tax losses incurred by the benchmark 

efficient firm in previous regulatory years; and 

• 𝑇 is the corporate tax rate. 

 

The advantage of Approach 2 is that, in certain circumstances, it is capable of producing a more 

accurate estimate of the efficient tax obligations of the efficient benchmark firm than would be 

produced using Approach 1. Under current Malaysian tax rules, businesses are permitted to carry 

forward unabsorbed corporate tax losses for up to seven consecutive years, and utilise any such 

tax losses to reduce their tax obligations in future years.10 Companies in other jurisdictions are 

similarly permitted to carry forward accumulated tax losses to offset future tax obligations, although 

some countries do not limit the number of years over which past tax losses may be carried forward.  

 

Regulators overseas, such as in Australia, have reflected these tax rules in their calculation of the 

regulatory tax allowance. Specifically, when calculating the regulatory tax allowance, Australian 

regulators typically deduct from taxable income any accumulated regulatory tax losses. Regulatory 

tax losses may arise due to applying a real rate of return (compensated by indexation of the asset 

base) or when the regulated business receives less revenue in a particular year than it was allowed 

to earn (e.g., because demand turned out to be lower than anticipated when the regulator set 

regulated charges). In such circumstances, the benchmark efficient business could be considered 

to have made a ‘regulatory tax loss’ (in the sense that its revenues turned out to be lower than the 

 
 
 
10Inland Revenue Board of Malaysia, Time limit for unabsorbed adjusted business losses carried forward, 
Public ruling no. 1/2022, 30 June 2022. 
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regulator’s estimate of the tax expenses of benchmark efficient business), and so would not have 

faced an obligation to pay corporation tax in that year. Regulators in Australia allow any such 

historical regulatory tax losses to be accumulated and carried forward to reduce the future 

corporation tax obligations of the benchmark efficient firm—just as actual firms would be permitted 

to do under the tax rules.11 This means that the regulatory process for determining tax allowances 

is aligned with the country’s tax rules. 

 

By contrast, under Approach 1, the regulated business’s allowance for corporation tax provided 

through the pre-tax WACC allowance, would not recognise any historical regulatory tax losses. 

 

Whilst in many circumstances Approaches 1 and 2 will produce similar revenue allowances, the 

two approaches could produce different outcomes in the case of MAHB’s airports. This is because 

MAHB’s airports may be unable to recover their efficient costs over at least the first regulatory 

period if passenger volumes remain low. In those circumstances, MAHB’s airports would face 

regulatory tax losses. Under Approach 1, any such regulatory tax losses would be ignored when 

setting future tax allowances. However, under Approach 2, historical regulatory tax losses would 

be carried forward for up to seven years and be used to reduce the regulated airports’ future tax 

allowances. 

 

The Commission notes that Approach 2 is adopted by many regulators overseas, including:  

 

• regulators in the United Kingdom, such as the Civil Aviation Authority, Ofgem and Ofwat 

• the New Zealand Commerce Commission when regulating electricity, gas and fibre networks  

• all regulators in Australia. 

 

The Commission’s preliminary position is to adopt Approach 2. However, the Commission seeks 

views stakeholder views on this matter. The next section presents WACC estimates under both a 

pre-tax formulation (Approach 1) and under a vanilla formulation (Approach 2). 

 

Summary of WACC estimates 

 

Table 4 below summarises the Commission’s proposed estimate of each WACC parameter. 

 

 

 

 

(The remainder of this page has been intentionally left blank) 

 
 
11 For the avoidance of doubt, regulatory tax losses do not refer to the actual tax losses incurred by the firm 
delivering the regulated services. Rather, regulatory tax losses refer to a situation where the regulated 
business recovers less regulated revenue in a year than it was permitted to recover (e.g., because demand 
turned out to be lower than anticipated). 
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Parameter Notation Estimate 

Risk-free rate (average of 

prevailing and long-term) 

𝑟𝑓 3.1% 

Market risk premium 

(average of HER and TMR) 

𝑀𝑅𝑃 9.8% 

Equity beta 𝛽 1.05 

Return on equity (post-tax) 𝑟𝑒 13.3% 

Return on debt (pre-tax) 𝑟𝑑 5.6% 

Gearing 𝐷/𝑉 25% 

Tax rate 𝑇 24% 

Pre-tax WACC 𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑒-𝑡𝑎𝑥 14.5% 

Vanilla WACC 𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑎 11.4% 

Table 4 – WACC parameter estimates 

Source: Frontier Economics 

 

Risk-free rate 
 
Choice of proxy for the risk-free rate 

 

The standard regulatory approach is to use the yield on government bonds as a proxy for the risk-

free rate.  However, not all government bonds are considered to be entirely free of risk.  This is an 

important consideration because the CAPM requires that the intercept term must be the rate of 

return on an investment that is truly free of risk. 

 

The level of risk associated with various government bonds is measured by the sovereign credit 

ratings issued by credit rating agencies.  Sovereign ratings for Malaysia and Singapore are set out 

in Table 5 below. 

 

Table 5 shows that the sovereign credit rating for Malaysia is investment grade, but below the AAA 

and AA+ ratings of sovereign issuers that are generally considered to be risk-free.  The Trading 

Economics data service classifies Malaysian sovereign debt as being in the Medium Grade region 

with a credit quality score of 68.  By contrast, Prime Grade issuers tend to have AAA credit ratings 

and credit quality scores in the 95-100 range. Table 5 also shows that Singaporean sovereign debt 

has a AAA credit rating, sits comfortably within the Prime Grade region, and would reasonably be 

considered to be a risk-free investment. 
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Parameter Malaysia Singapore 

Standard and Poor’s A- AAA 

Moody’s A3 Aaa 

Fitch BBB+ AAA 

DBRS Morningstar NR AAA 

Trading Economics (score 

from 100) 
68 98 

Description Lower to upper medium grade Prime grade 

Table 5 – Sovereign credit ratings 

Source: Trading Economics: https://tradingeconomics.com/country-list/rating. NR=not rated 

 

Figure 4 below shows the relationship between the yields on 10-year bonds issued by the 

Malaysian and Singaporean governments.  The yield on Malaysian government bonds is higher, 

commensurate with a lower credit rating and higher risk.  In addition, the two yield series exhibit 

largely the same evolution – rising and falling together over time. 

 

 

Figure 4 – 10-year government bond yields 

Source: Bloomberg 

 

The Commission has adopted the yield on Singapore government bonds as the proxy for the risk-

free rate because: 
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• Singaporean government bonds have a rating and credit score that reflects a risk-free status, 

whereas Malaysian government bonds do not; and 

 

• Singaporean and Malaysian government bonds share a largely common evolution over time, 

albeit with Singaporean bonds having a lower yield consistent with their lower risk status. 

 

The Commission notes that use of Singaporean government bond yields would produce a lower 

estimate of the risk-free rate than use of Malaysian government bond yields. However, this is 

appropriate given that the difference between the yields on Singaporean and Malaysian 

government bond yields likely reflects differences in country risk. For the reasons explained above, 

the use of Malaysian government bond yields would not produce a good estimate of the yield on a 

truly risk-free asset, which is what is needed for implementation of the CAPM. 

 

The Commission notes further that it has not ignored country-specific risk when estimating the 

required return on equity for an operator of regulated airports in Malaysia. As explained below, the 

Commission has been careful to account for Malaysia-specific country risk within the estimate of a 

separate parameter in the CAPM, the MRP. 

 

Singaporean government bond yield data, originally published by the Monetary Authority of 

Singapore, were obtained by the Commission from Bloomberg. 

Tenure 

The Commission uses a term of 10 years, that being the longest term of government bonds in 

Malaysia that trades with relatively high liquidity. This is consistent with standard regulatory practice 

to seek the best match between the (long) lives of the assets that are being regulated and 

government bonds that have sufficient liquidity to provide reliable daily yield observations. 

Averaging period 

The standard approach adopted by regulators is to average the historical yields on government 

bonds in order to estimate the risk-free rate. This requires a choice to be made about the 

appropriate averaging period. 

 

The Commission considers that it is important to pair together consistent estimates of the risk-free 

rate and the MRP used in the CAPM formula, when estimating the required return on equity. In 

particular: 

 

• If the risk-free rate is to be estimated using a relatively short historical averaging period (e.g., 

20 business days), that estimate will tend to vary significantly over time as financial market 

conditions (i.e., supply and demand in the market for government bonds) change. In order to 

ensure internal consistency, it is essential that the MRP estimate that is paired with such an 

estimate of the risk-free rate also be capable of reflecting changes in prevailing market 

conditions. In this regard, the Commission has considered the total market returns (TMR) 

approach to estimating the MRP that has been used by regulators in other jurisdictions—as 

discussed below.  

 

• If the risk-free rate is to be estimated using a relatively long historical averaging period (e.g., 

20 years or more), then the resulting estimate of the risk-free rate will tend to be relatively 
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invariant to changes in prevailing market conditions (since current/short-term movements in 

government bond yields will exert little influence on the long-term average). Again, in order to 

maintain internal consistency, it is essential that the risk-free rate derived by averaging 

government bond yields over a long historical period be paired with an estimate of the MRP 

that is also relatively invariant to prevailing market conditions. In this regard, the Commission 

has considered the historical excess returns (HER) approach to estimating the MRP.  

 

The Commission has decided to estimate the required return on equity using both of the internally 

consistent approaches described above. In order to do this, the Commission has derived: 

 

• An estimate of the prevailing risk-free rate by applying a 20-business day averaging period (26 

September 2022 to 21 October 2022) to the yields on 10-year Singaporean government bonds. 

The prevailing estimate of the risk-free rate would be re-estimated closer to the start of the first 

regulatory period; and 

 

• An estimate of the long-term risk-free rate by averaging the yields on 10-year Singaporean 

government bonds over the longest available historical period (i.e., 29 June 1998 onwards). 
 
Estimates of the risk-free rate 

 

Table 6 presents the Commission’s estimates of the risk-free rate. 

 

 Averaging window Estimate 

Prevailing risk-free rate 
26 September 2022 to 21 

October 2022 
2.7% 

Long-term risk-free rate 29 June 1998 onwards 3.5% 

Table 6 – Estimates of the risk-free rate 

Source: Frontier Economics analysis of Bloomberg data. 

 

Equity beta 

 

The Commission follows the standard approach of using a set of comparator firms to estimate 

equity beta. It would not be appropriate to rely exclusively on the beta estimate for MAHB because: 

 

• Beta estimates for individual firms are estimated with significant statistical imprecision.  

Statistical precision can be improved significantly by considering a group of comparator firms; 

and 

 

• MAHB is engaged in activities beyond the provision of the regulated aeronautical services, so 

its beta estimate would reflect more than the systematic risk of providing aeronautical services. 

 

The Commission has adopted a set of 27 comparator firms (see Table 7 below). This sample was 

constructed by combining the set of comparators that has been recently identified by the New 

Zealand Commerce Commission when monitoring aeronautical charges for three major airports in 
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New Zealand, and adding several comparators identified by the United Kingdom Civil Aviation 

Authority in its recent price control determination for Heathrow Airport.12,13 Three firms identified by 

either the New Zealand Commerce Commission or the CAA have been excluded due to being 

delisted, or not being sufficiently comparable to the benchmark airport entity.14,15  

 

Bloomberg ticker Comparator Listing market 

000089 CH Equity Shenzhen Airport Co Ltd China 

357 HK Equity Hainan Meilan International Airport Hong Kong 

600004 CH Equity Guangzhou Baiyun International China 

600009 CH Equity Shanghai International Airport China 

600897 CH Equity Xiamen International Airport China 

694 HK Equity Beijing Capital International Hong Kong 

8864 JP Equity Airport Facilities Co Ltd Japan 

ADP FP Equity Aeroports de Paris France 

AERO SG Equity Aerodrom Nikola Tesla AD Beograd Serbia 

AIA NZ Equity Auckland International Airport New Zealand 

AOT TB Equity Airports of Thailand PCL Thailand 

ASURB MM Equity Grupo Aeroportuario del Sureste Mexico 

FHZN SW Equity Flughafen Zurich AG Switzerland 

FLU AV Equity Flughafen Wien AG Austria 

 
 
12 CEG, Asset beta update for the 2023 IMs, August 2022. 
13 UK CAA, Economic regulation of Heathrow Airport Limited: H7 Final Proposals - Section 3: Financial 
issues and implementation, June 2022. 
14 SAVE SpA/Venezia was delisted in 2017. We do retain Sydney Airport, even though it has been delisted, 
because it was delisted only very recently in February 2022. 
15 Airport Facilities Co Ltd is excluded as the revenues are not sensitive to passenger numbers; GMR Airports 
is excluded due to having substantial non-airport operations prior to a de-merger in January 2022. 
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FRA GR Equity Fraport AG Frankfurt Airport Germany 

GAPB MM Equity Grupo Aeroportuario del Pacifico Mexico 

KBHL DC Equity Kobenhavns Lufthavne Denmark 

MAHB MK Equity Malaysia Airports Holdings Bhd Malaysia 

MIA MV Equity Malta International Airport PL Malta 

OMAB MM Equity Grupo Aeroportuario del Centro Mexico 

SYD AU Equity Sydney Airport Australia 

TAVHL TI Equity TAV Havalimanlari Holding AS Turkey 

TYA IM Equity Toscana Aeroporti SpA Italy 

ACV VN Equity Airports Corp of Vietnam JSC Vietnam 

ADB IM Equity Aeroporto Guglielmo Marconi Di Bologna Italy 

AENA SM Equity Aena SME SA Spain 

CAAP US Equity Corporación América Airports SA United States 

Table 7 – Comparator firms used by the Commission to estimate beta and gearing 

Source: Frontier Economics analysis. 

 

For each firm in the comparator set, betas have been estimated using weekly and monthly returns 

data and using historical periods of 5 years, 10 years and the longest data period available.   

 

The Commission has applied liquidity filters to individual observations – returns are omitted from 

the regression if the Amihud index exceeds 25.16 Finally, the Commission requires at least 36 

months of valid returns for the monthly frequency regressions or 144 weeks for the weekly 

frequency regressions.17 

 

 
 
16 The Amihud index compares the relationship between turnover (in USD) and daily returns for days in the 
window over which the returns are calculated. If an observation tends to have high turnover relative to the 
absolute daily returns it is considered liquid. 
17 Amihud, Y, Illiquid and stock returns: cross-section and time-series effects, Journal of Financial Markets, 
2002, pp 31-56. 
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There is a trade-off between the statistical precision and reliability of a longer data set and the 

possibility that older data may be less representative of current market conditions.  In this regard, 

the Commission notes that very short-term estimates (less than 5 years) are materially affected by 

the Covid-19 pandemic and may be less representative of expectations over future years.  Some 

other regulators adopt a 10-year term as a reasonable weighing of statistical precision and the 

need to have a contemporaneous estimate of beta.  For example, the Queensland Competition 

Authority in Australia has recently concluded that: 

By using a longer time horizon of data, we consider that the impact of short-term events that 

might cause betas to move in different directions across countries is likely to be less 

pronounced. Furthermore, using a longer time horizon is likely to produce more stable results, 

which will allow for more regulatory certainty for stakeholders. Consequently, we consider that 

using 10 years of data to estimate beta is appropriate for our task. Using data any older may 

capture market information that is no longer relevant to estimating a current value for beta.18 

In all cases, the beta estimates have been re-levered to reflect a benchmark gearing level of 25%. 

This is because the equity beta reflects: 

 

• The systematic risk of the activities of the firm; and 

 

• The firm’s gearing – the extent to which the firm has issued debt, with a claim that ranks ahead 

of the equity holders. 

 

Other things being equal, the equity beta will be higher: 

 

• For firms whose activities are risky – in the sense that performance is highly correlated with the 

general state of the economy; and  

 

• For firms with high gearing – as relatively more debt finance, with a claim that ranks ahead of 

equity, increases the risk faced by residual equity holders. 

 

Selecting a set of comparator firms is designed to control for the first component of risk – the nature 

of the activities of the firm.  Comparable firms are selected to ensure that the systematic risk of the 

activities of the various firms are similar to that of the regulated firm in question. 

 

However, the comparator firms are likely to have different levels of gearing.  For this reason, it is 

standard practice to ‘re-lever’ the equity beta estimates for the comparator firms to match the 

gearing adopted for the regulated firm in question.   

 

The gearing estimates are set out in Table 14 below. The Commission has adopted a benchmark 

gearing level of 25% debt financing for the reasons set out below.  Hence, the beta estimates of 

all comparator firms are re-levered to reflect 25% gearing using the standard re-levering process 

as follows: 

 
 
18 QCA, June 2021, Rate of return review, p. 66. 
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𝛽𝑟𝑒−𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 = 𝛽𝑟𝑎𝑤

1 − 𝑔𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟

1 − 𝑔𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚
. 

 

The re-levered equity beta estimates for the comparator firms are set out in Table 8 below.   

 

 Longest to June 2022 10 years to June 2022 5 years to June 2022 

 
Weekly 

Equity 

beta 

Monthly 

Equity 

beta 

Weekly 

Equity 

beta 

Monthly 

Equity 

beta 

Weekly 

Equity 

beta 

Monthly 

Equity 

beta 

Mean 0.91 0.93 1.05 1.17 1.18 1.18 

Median 1.01 0.98 1.17 1.14 1.12 1.05 

25th 

percentile 
0.68 0.77 0.83 0.85 1.02 0.92 

75th 

percentile 
1.16 1.14 1.28 1.35 1.39 1.44 

Table 8 – Equity beta estimates (re-levered to 25% gearing) 

Source: Frontier Economics analysis of Bloomberg data 

 

Having regard to all of the evidence above, the Commission has adopted an equity beta of 1.05, 

re-levered to 25% gearing. This equity beta estimate implies that the regulated business is 

considered to be slightly riskier than the average firm in the market (which by definition has an 

equity beta of 1.0). 

 

Market risk premium (MRP) 
 
Potential estimation approaches 

 

The market risk premium (MRP) represents the return that is expected to be earned from an 

investment in a broadly diversified portfolio of assets – over and above that which could be earned 

on risk-free government bonds. 

 

Economic regulators around the world use three general approaches when estimating the MRP, 

with most using a combination of approaches: 

 

• The historical excess returns (HER) approach;   

• The total market returns (TMR) approach; and   

• The dividend growth model (DGM) approach. 

 

The Commission’s approach to, and consideration of, each of these estimation techniques is set 

out below.  
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Historical excess returns (HER) approach 

 

The HER approach involves estimating the excess return for each year in a long historical period 

as the difference between (a) the total return (dividends and capital gains) that would have been 

earned on the broad stock market index over the course of that year, and (b) the yield that could 

have been earned on risk-free government bonds over the course of the same year. The MRP is 

then estimated as the simple arithmetic mean of this historical series of excess returns.19 The HER 

approach is used (as the primary estimation method, or in combination with other estimation 

approaches) by the Energy Market Authority of Singapore, the New Zealand Commerce 

Commission and all regulators in Australia. 

 

The HER approach produces an estimate of the market risk premium in average market conditions.  

By construction, it produces an estimate that reflects the average conditions over the historical 

period that is used in the estimation process.  Consequently, (as discussed above) this estimate 

of the MRP must be paired with an estimate of the risk-free rate that also reflects long-run average 

market conditions.  For example, it would be internally inconsistent to pair an estimate of the risk-

free rate that reflected the prevailing market conditions with an estimate of the MRP that reflected 

the long-run average market conditions.  The extent of such an error depends on the extent to 

which the prevailing conditions differ from the long-run average. 

 

When implementing the HER approach, the Commission considers three approaches as follows: 

 

• Method 1. The Dimson, Marsh and Staunton (DMS) estimate of the HER for Singapore,20 

adjusted for the Country Risk Premium (CRP) for Malaysia. The CRP for Malaysia that the 

Commission has adopted is derived from the widely-used source of CRP estimates published 

by Prof Aswath Damodaran of New York University.21 

 

• Method 2. The DMS estimate of the HER for Malaysia, adjusting for the average historical 

difference between the Malaysia 10-year government bond series and the Singapore 10-year 

government bond series. 

 

These long-run average estimates of the MRP are to be paired consistently with a long-run average 

estimate of the risk-free rate – that being the average of the yields on Singaporean 10-year 

government bond yields over the same historical period. 
 
Total market return (TMR) approach 

 

The TMR approach is based on the notion that the required real return on equity is effectively 

constant over time.  Thus, investors will require a real return on equity in the future that is the same 

as that generated over a long historical period. 

 
 
19 The reason that a simple arithmetic mean must be used in this case is set out in leading textbooks and in 
a Harvard Business School case study.  See, for example, Berk, J. and P. DeMarzo, 2020, Corporate 
Finance, 5th global edition, Pearson, p. 368; Brealey, R., S. Myers and F. Allen, 2020, Principles of Corporate 
Finance, 13th edition, McGraw-Hill, p. 170; and HBS Marriott Corporation Case, Instructor Guide. 
 
20 DMS Credit Suisse Global Investment Returns Yearbook 2021, Table 11. 
21 Damodaran, Country Risk: Determinants, Measures and Implications - The 2022 Edition, July 2022, 
Appendix 7. 
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Under this approach, the MRP is estimated by:  

 

• Computing the average annual real return on a broad stock market index over a long historical 

period; 

 

• Converting that required real return into a required nominal return by using the standard Fisher 

relation to reflect a prevailing forward-looking estimate of inflation: 

 

𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 = (1 + 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙)(1 + 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) − 1; and 

 

• Subtracting the prevailing risk-free rate from the estimate of the required nominal market return. 

This approach requires an estimate of the prevailing (nominal) risk-free rate to ensure internal 

consistency with the use of the prevailing forecast of inflation.  

 

The TMR approach is widely used by regulators in the United Kingdom. 

 

When implementing the TMR approach, the Commission considers two approaches as follows: 

 

• Method 1. The DMS estimate of the average real returns for Singapore,22 adding inflation 

expectations for Singapore,23 and adjusting for CRP for Malaysia estimated by Prof. 

Damodaran.24 

 

• Method 2. The DMS estimate of the average real returns for Malaysia, adding inflation 

expectations for Malaysia. 

 

The Commission then implements MRP associated with the TMR approach by subtracting the 

prevailing yield on 10-year Singaporean government bonds as the proxy for the risk-free rate. 
 
Dividend growth model (DGM) approach 

 

This approach is based on the notion that the current market value of a portfolio of shares is equal 

to the present value of the dividends that are expected to be generated by those shares.  In 

particular, it is implemented by solving for the discount rate that equates the present value of future 

dividends to the current value of a broad stock market index. The MRP is then estimated by 

deducting from that estimate of the total required return on the market an estimate of the prevailing 

risk-free rate. 

 

The DGM approach is adopted in combination with other approaches by the Energy Market 

Authority of Singapore, some regulators in Australia and the United Kingdom, and by the New 

Zealand Commerce Commission. 

 

 
 
22 DMS Credit Suisse Global Investment Returns Yearbook 2021, Table 1. 
23 Inflation expectations are set to 2% in line with Monetary Authority of Singapore policy. 
24 Damodaran, Country Risk: Determinants, Measures and Implications - The 2022 Edition, July 2022, 
Appendix 7. 
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The data that is required to implement this approach is unavailable for Malaysia, so this approach 

has not been pursued by the Commission. 
 
Results 

 

A short description of the data methods is set out below in Table 9: 

 

Method Description 

1 
DMS data to obtain estimates for Singapore, adjusting for the Damodaran 

CRP 

2 
DMS data to obtain estimates for Malaysia (adjusting to obtain HER with 

respect to risk-free bonds) 

Table 9 – Overview of methods 

Source: Frontier Economics  

 

Table 10 below presents the MRP estimates for the two approaches and two methods. 

 

Approach Method 1 Method 2 

HER-MRP 7.0% 9.1% 

TMR-MRP 10.2% 11.5% 

Table 10 – MRP estimates 

Source: Frontier Economics analysis of Bloomberg, DMS data 

Estimate of the return on equity 

 

We derive six different estimates of the required return on equity by consistently pairing the relevant 

risk-free rate estimates to the MRP estimates derived using the HER and TMR approaches, and 

by applying an equity beta estimate of 1.05. This yields the estimates in Table 11  below. To obtain 

a point estimate, we place lower weight on Method 1, which estimates the MRP for Singapore then 

adds the Prof Damodaran’s CRP. We attach lower weight to estimates from Method 1 because it 

relies mostly on data for Singapore, with adjustments for Malaysian country risk—and therefore 

may be viewed as a less direct estimate of the required return on equity in Malaysia.  

 

Based on the estimates presented below, the Commission adopts an overall (i.e., weighted 

average) estimate of the required return on equity of 13.3%. 
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Method Approach 
Risk-

free rate 
MRP 

Equity 

beta 

Return on 

equity 
Weight 

1 HER 2.7% 7.0% 1.05 10.0% 0.5 

1 TMR 3.5% 10.2% 1.05 14.2% 0.5 

2 HER 2.7% 9.2% 1.05 12.3% 1 

2 TMR 3.5% 11.5% 1.05 15.6% 1 

Weighted Average 3.1% 9.8% 1.05 13.3%  

Table 11 – Estimates of the required return on equity 

Source: Frontier Economics analysis of Bloomberg, DMS data 

 

Return on debt 
 
Credit rating 

 

The return required by debt investors when lending to a firm depends on its creditworthiness as a 

borrower. The usual way in which a firm’s creditworthiness is measured is through its credit rating. 

The standard approach followed by most regulators when setting a return on debt allowance is to 

first determine the credit rating for a benchmark efficient firm, and then set an allowance 

commensurate with that benchmark credit rating. If regulators were to set the return on debt 

allowance in line with the firm’s actual credit rating (or equal to the firm’s actual cost of debt), that 

may weaken incentives for the firm to finance itself prudently or to maintain a strong credit rating. 

This is because a weaker credit rating would result in the firm’s regulatory allowance increasing.  

 

The Commission has investigated the long-term credit rating of each of the comparators used to 

estimate beta and gearing and has found that only eight out of the 27 listed peers considered by 

the Commission appear to have published credit ratings (see Table 12 below). Whilst this is a 

relatively small sample (and therefore not necessarily determinative of a benchmark credit rating), 

the Commission notes that:  

 

• none of these eight firms currently have a credit rating that is lower than BBB; and 

• nearly all had a credit rating of A- or higher. 
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Comparator Rating Rating source 

Aeroports de Paris A S&P 

Auckland International Airport A- S&P 

Flughafen Zurich AG A+ S&P 

Grupo Aeroportuario del 

Pacifico 
BBB+ Moody's 

Kobenhavns Lufthavne BBB Moody's 

Malaysia Airports Holdings 

Bhd 
A- Moody's 

Grupo Aeroportuario del 

Centro 
BBB+ Moody's 

Aena SME SA A- Moody's 

Table 12 – Credit ratings of listed comparators considered by the Commission 

Source: Frontier Economics analysis of Refinitiv data 

 

We note that regulatory precedent provides support for a range for the benchmark credit rating that 

is consistent with the evidence from the comparator firms. The UK CAA recently considered a BBB 

credit rating as appropriate for new debt issued Heathrow Airport.25 The New Zealand Commerce 

Commission typically applies a benchmark credit rating of A- when price-monitoring regulated 

airports in New Zealand.26 However, the New Zealand Commerce Commission did recently apply 

a BBB+ credit rating as appropriate for Wellington International Airport.27 

  

The Commission considers that a range for the benchmark credit rating of BBB to A- is reasonable. 

For the present purposes, the Commission has assumed a benchmark credit rating of BBB+ for 

MAHB. The Commission notes that MAHB currently has a Moody’s credit rating of A3, which is 

equivalent to a Standard & Poor’s rating of A-. 
 
Type of debt 

 

It is common in the regulated infrastructure setting to assume that the regulated firm acquires debt 

capital via the public issuance of corporate bonds. This is because infrastructure asset owners 

commonly issue corporate bonds, and because the relevant pricing information is publicly available 

from independent third-party data sources. 

 
 
25 UK CAA, Economic regulation of Heathrow Airport Limited: H7 Final Proposals - Section 3: Financial 
issues and implementation, June 2022, p. 68. 
26 Commerce Commission, Airport Services Input Methodologies Determination 2010, December 2016, p. 
35. 
27 Commerce Commission, Review of Wellington Airport’s 2019-2024 Price Setting Event, September 2022, 
p.6. 
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Term of debt 

 

It is common for regulators to adopt a 10-year debt term for infrastructure service providers, based 

on the observation that service providers tend to issue long-term debt with an average term (at 

issuance) of approximately 10 years. 
 
Debt management approach 

 

The return on debt allowance represents the minimum cost of debt that would be incurred by a 

benchmark efficient business delivering the regulated services if it were to manage its debt portfolio 

in an efficient and prudent manner. 

 

Thus, the Commission’s proposed approach to determining the efficient return on debt allowance 

for the provision of aeronautical services involves: 

 

• First identifying an efficient and prudent debt management strategy for a benchmark efficient 

business providing aeronautical services; and 

 

• Then identifying the cost of debt commensurate with that efficient and prudent debt 

management strategy. 

 

Infrastructure business with long-lived assets and large debt portfolios tend to issue fixed-rate debt 

on a staggered maturity basis.  This is done to mitigate against refinancing risk in that only a portion 

of the total debt portfolio matures each year.  The alternative approach would be for the firm to 

refinance its entire debt portfolio periodically. However, under that approach, all of the firm’s debt 

would mature at once. If debt markets were disrupted or closed at the time its debt matured, or if 

the firm were to face some other external shock at the time it needed to refinance, the firm may be 

unable to raise the necessary funds and, in the extreme, find itself insolvent. 

 

The Commission’s view is that an appropriate regulatory benchmark debt management strategy is 

that a prudent and efficient firm would issue 10-year debt on a staggered maturity basis. Nearly all 

regulators in Australia have adopted a similar view.  

 

Under this approach, 10% of the firm’s debt would mature each year and would be refinanced.  A 

10-year term is consistent with the observation that infrastructure firms tend to issue long-term 

debt, owing to the long-lived nature of the assets of such firms.  The staggered-maturity approach 

is also consistent with the observed practice of infrastructure asset owners seeking to minimise 

refinancing risk. 

 

The cost of servicing such a debt portfolio is best estimated as the 10-year trailing average of the 

fixed rates of interest that applied when each tranche of debt was issued.  For example, under this 

approach, 10% of the debt portfolio would have been issued 10 years ago at the then prevailing 

rates.  Another 10% would have been issued nine years ago at the then prevailing rates, and so 

on.   

 

The alternative approach that is adopted by some regulators is the ‘on-the-day’ approach, whereby 

the entire allowed return on debt is set in line with the interest rate on the day of the regulatory 

determination.  This approach implicitly assumes that the regulated businesses would refinance its 

entire debt portfolios at a single point in time at the beginning of each regulatory period.  
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Infrastructure firms do not manage their debt portfolios in that manner as it is not considered to be 

prudent or efficient.  

 

Consequently, the Commission’s view is that the trailing average approach is a more appropriate 

regulatory benchmark in that it is more consistent with the observed prudent and efficient approach 

adopted by infrastructure asset owners.  

  

A key benefit of the trailing average approach is that it allows a regulated business that adopts an 

efficient staggered debt management approach to match its borrowing costs closely to the 

regulatory allowance. This, in turn, would prevent regulated businesses being over/ 

undercompensated (and consumers over/underpaying the efficient cost) in each regulatory period. 

This was recognised by the Australian Energy Regulator when it adopted the trailing average 

approach in 2013: 

We propose to apply a trailing average portfolio approach to estimate the return on debt. This 

approach means that the allowed return on debt more closely aligns with the efficient debt 

financing practices of regulated businesses and means that prices are likely to be less volatile 

over time. The trailing average would be calculated over a ten-year period. The annual 

updating of the trailing average should also reduce the potential for a mismatch between the 

allowed return on debt and the return on debt for a benchmark efficient entity. This should 

reduce cash flow volatility over the longer term.28 

More recently, the QCA clearly articulated the regulatory objective in relation to the return on debt 

allowance:  

when reviewing the relevant debt management strategy, we need to consider the likely debt 

management behaviour of an unregulated 'efficient' firm operating in a competitive market for 

similar services. We consider it appropriate to use this reference point, as the debt 

management strategy benchmark we are developing is to serve as a proxy for this hypothetical 

unregulated competitor—and such a competitor would have no reason to utilise an on-the-day 

strategy. Rather, we consider that the trailing average approach is representative of the debt 

management strategy adopted by a benchmark efficient firm operating in a competitive market. 

29 

The QCA went on to note that it has become standard for Australian regulators to adopt a trailing 

average return on debt allowance, as better reflecting the costs that would be incurred under a 

prudent and efficient debt management approach:  

 
 
28 AER, Rate of return guideline: Explanatory statement, final decision, December 2013, p. 12. 
29 QCA, Rate of return review: Final report, November 2021, p. 32. 
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it may be efficient for capital-intensive infrastructure firms to stagger their debt financing to 

avoid needing to refinance their entire debt portfolio over a relatively short window of time to 

manage refinancing risk. This has in part led many Australian regulators over the last decade 

to move to estimating the cost of debt using a form of trailing average debt management 

strategy. For example, the AER, ESC, ESCOSA and ICRC all have recently used a trailing 

average cost of debt approach. 30 

Under this approach, the regulated business is assumed to: 

 

• Issue 10-year debt with a BBB+ credit rating; and 

• Refinance 10% of its debt portfolio annually. 

 

At any point in time, the cost of debt faced by a regulated business that followed such a debt 

management approach would be a 10-year average of the prevailing rates at which the business 

had refinanced in each of the previous 10 years. 

  

Consequently, the Commission proposes to set the allowed return on debt as the 10-year trailing 

average of the yield on Malaysian corporate bonds with a rating of BBB+. The Commission 

proposes to update the allowed return on debt each year within the regulatory period to reflect the 

assumed refinancing of 10% of the debt portfolio each year. 
 
Data source 

 

The final component of the return on debt allowance is the specification of the data source.  What 

is required under the Commission’s approach is a 10-year historical series of the yield on 10-year 

Malaysian corporate bonds with a credit rating of BBB+. 

 

A direct estimate of the required data series is available from Bond Pricing Agency Malaysia 

(BPAM).31  However, as the Commission does not currently have access BPAM data, the 

Commission proposes to construct a synthetic estimate of the yield on 10-year Malaysian corporate 

bonds with a BBB+ rating as follows: 

 

• Begin with the yield on 10-year Malaysian government bonds;  

• Add the spread between the yields on: 

o US 10-year corporate bonds issued by utility firms; and 

o US 10-year government bonds; and 

• Take the average of this estimate over the previous 10 years. 

 

The Commission proposes to use US data to estimate the debt spread (in the second step above) 

since Bloomberg publishes debt indices that have been compiled by aggregating together bonds 

issued in the US by utility companies. The US corporate debt market is by far the deepest and 

most liquid in the world.  

 
 
30 QCA, Rate of return review: Final report, November 2021, p. 30. 
31 https://www.bpam.com.my/. 
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Bloomberg publishes a broad index of BBB-rated 10-year corporate debt issued in the US by utility 

firms, as well as a broad index of A-rated 10-year corporate debt issued in the US by utility 

companies. Since the Commission has adopted a benchmark credit rating of BBB+, the debt 

spread added in the second step above to the yield on 10-year Malaysian government bonds would 

be obtained by attaching:  

 

• 2/3rd weight to the debt spread derived using Bloomberg’s broad BBB debt index; and 

• 1/3rd weight to the debt spread derived using Bloomberg’s broad A index. 

 

As noted above, the Commission proposes to update the allowed return on debt each year.  

 

Table 13 and Figure 5 present the individual estimates and the 10-year trailing average, 

decomposed into the US BBB+ rate for the 20-day window of the immediately preceding the 

calendar year, and the difference between the US and Malaysian 10-year government bond yield 

over the preceding year (an estimate of the CRP relevant to Malaysian corporate debt). 

 

Year 

Return on 10-year BBB+ 

corporate debt issued by 

utilities in the US 

Country risk premium for 

Malaysia 

2014 4.0% 1.4% 

2015 3.4% 1.6% 

2016 3.9% 2.0% 

2017 3.7% 2.2% 

2018 3.5% 1.9% 

2019 4.3% 1.4% 

2020 3.0% 1.7% 

2021 1.9% 2.1% 

2022 2.6% 2.0% 

2023 5.7% 1.4% 

Trailing average 3.6% 1.8% 

Table 13 – Build up to the return on debt 

Source: Frontier Economics analysis of Bloomberg data. 
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Figure 5 – Build up to the return on debt 

Source: Frontier Economics analysis of Bloomberg data. 

 

Gearing 
 
Role of the gearing parameter 

 

The gearing parameter identifies the relative proportions of debt and equity finance held by the 

hypothetical benchmark efficient firm.  This parameter determines the weights to be applied when 

estimating the WACC.  Gearing refers to the relative proportion of debt financing – the balance of 

the firm’s finance being in the form of equity. 
 
Book value or market value? 

 

The standard approach adopted by regulators and practitioners is to estimate gearing on a market 

value basis rather than a book value basis.  This is consistent with the market value estimates of 

all other WACC parameters. Moreover, the WACC, by its very nature, is a market value concept 

as it represents the market-determined cost of capital faced by investors when committing capital 

to a particular asset or project. Weighting the market cost of equity capital and the market cost of 

debt capital by an accounting book value produces an output that has no meaningful economic 

interpretation. 

 

For example, in its practitioner guide to WACC estimation, McKinsey Inc. notes that the use of 

market values follows directly from the derivation of WACC: 
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Using market values rather than book values to weight expected returns follows directly from 

the formula’s algebraic derivation (see Appendix B for a derivation of free cash flow and 

WACC). But consider a more intuitive explanation: the WACC represents the expected return 

on a different investment with identical risk. Rather than invest in the company, management 

could return capital to investors, who could reinvest elsewhere. To return capital without 

changing the capital structure, management can repay debt and repurchase shares, but must 

do so at their market value. Conversely, book value represents a sunk cost, so it is no longer 

relevant.32 

 

The advice from Brealey, Myers, Allen and Edmans (2023) is even more direct: 

[After presenting a book value balance sheet for an example company called Sangria]… Why 

did we show the book value balance sheet? Only so you could draw a big X through it. Do so 

now.  

Think of the WACC as the expected rate of return on a portfolio of the firm’s outstanding debt 

and equity.  The portfolio weights depend on market values.  The expected rate of return on 

the market-value portfolio reveals the expected rate of return demanded by investors for 

committing their hard-earned money to the firm’s assets and operations. 

When estimating the weighted average cost of capital, you are not interested in past 

investments but in current values and expectations for the future. Sangria’s true debt ratio is 

not 50 per cent, the book ratio, but 40 per cent [the market value ratio].33 

The use of market value gearing is consistent with: 

 

• The mathematical derivation of WACC; 

• The market value estimation of all other WACC parameters; 

• Finance theory and the approach recommended in finance textbooks; and 

• The approach adopted by finance practitioners and other regulators.  

 

Consequently, the Commission considers that gearing should be estimated on a market value 

basis for the purposes of WACC estimation. 

 
 
32 Koller, T., M. Goedhart and D. Wessels, 2015, Measuring and managing the value of companies, McKinsey and 

Company, pp. 308-309. 
33 Brealey, R., S. Myers, F. Allen, and A. Edmans, 2023, Principles of corporate finance, 14th edition, McGraw-Hill, p. 

520. 
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Benchmark estimates  

 

The standard regulatory approach is to estimate the gearing that would be adopted by a benchmark 

efficient entity providing the regulated services.  Under standard incentive-based regulation, the 

firm is then free to adopt whatever financing practices it chooses.  But the price of the regulated 

service will only ever reflect what the regulator considers to be the efficient financing practice, and 

the financial consequences (positive or negative) of the adopting a different capital structure than 

the benchmark gearing adopted by the regulator are to be borne by the shareholders of the firm. 

 

The standard regulatory approach for estimating the benchmark efficient level of gearing is to 

consider a set of comparator firms providing similar services.  On the basis that such a set of firms 

would, on average, adopt an efficient capital structure, their observed financing practices provide 

an indication of the benchmark efficient level of gearing. 

 

The standard regulatory approach is to estimate market value gearing using the book value of debt 

(as a reasonable and easy to obtain proxy for the market value of debt) and the market value of 

equity (which is easy to obtain for any firm listed on a stock exchange).  In particular, gearing is 

measured as: 

𝐺𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 =
𝐵𝑜𝑜𝑘 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑒𝑏𝑡

𝐵𝑜𝑜𝑘 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑒𝑏𝑡 + 𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦
. 

 

Because the market value of equity changes as the firm’s stock price changes, the estimate of 

gearing will also vary over time.  For this reason, gearing is usually estimated as an average over 

5 to 10 years.   

 

The Commission’s approach is to estimate gearing by considering estimates for the same set of 

comparator firms that was used to estimate beta and by taking an average figure over the same 

historical periods (i.e., the longest historical period available, the last 10 years, and the last 5 years) 

that were used to estimate beta. These estimates are presented below in Table 14. 

 

 Longest to June 2022 10 years to June 2022 5 years to June 2022 

Mean 22% 23% 21% 

Median 23% 22% 17% 

25th percentile 8% 9% 8% 

75th percentile 32% 34% 33% 

Table 14 – Gearing estimates over different historical periods 

Source: Frontier Economics analysis of Bloomberg data. 

 

On the basis of the data presented above, the Commission considers that a benchmark gearing 

assumption of 25% is reasonable. 
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Relevance of the sukuk programmes employed by MAHB and associated financing constraints 

 

The Commission is aware that MAHB has issued debt finance through a senior sukuk programme 

and a perpetual sukuk programme, and that under those programmes, MAHB is bound by certain 

financial covenants, including a requirement that MAHB must maintain a “finance to equity ratio” 

below a certain maximum level. Furthermore, the Commission understands that under those 

covenants, MAHB must report its finance to equity ratio using the book value of debt and equity 

reported in MAHB’s audited consolidated financial statements. 

 

The Commission’s view is that these are not relevant considerations for the purposes of 

determining the gearing ratio that is to be used to set an allowed rate of return for MAHB’s regulated 

airports. This is because: 

 

• As explained above, the standard regulatory approach—which the Commission proposes to 

adopt—is to determine a benchmark level of gearing, rather than a gearing level that reflects 

MAHB’s actual financing practices. The Commission’s understanding is that the sukuk 

programmes that MAHB has adopted to raise debt capital is a particular financing choice that 

MAHB has elected to make. There is no requirement that MAHB must raise debt finance using 

the sukuk programmes, and there are other ways in which regulated infrastructure firms in 

Malaysia may issue debt. Under a system of incentive regulation, the Commission’s role is to 

determine an efficient allowance that would be appropriate for a benchmark firm in the 

circumstances of the regulated business. The business is then free to finance itself in a way 

that matches that allowance as closely as possible, or to choose a method of financing itself 

that results in its cost of capital diverging from the regulatory allowance. Any resulting gains or 

losses that the business may face would belong to the shareholders of the firm. The fact that 

MAHB has elected to finance itself in a particular way does not necessarily have any bearing 

on the regulatory allowances set by the Commission. 

 

• The fact that MAHB’s debt covenants specify that its finance to equity ratio should, for the 

purposes of regular reporting to its lenders and rating agencies, be calculated using the book 

value of equity does not mean that the Commission should be constrained to determine the 

benchmark level of gearing using the book value of equity. As explained above, the 

Commission considers that the theoretically-correct approach is to determine the benchmark 

level of gearing using the market value of equity.    

 

For these reasons, the Commission has not had regard to the particular requirements of the sukuk 

programmes adopted by MAHB when determining a benchmark gearing ratio for the purposes of 

setting the allowed rate of return. 

 

Tax rate 

 

If the Commission were to use a pre-tax WACC formulation, an estimate of an appropriate tax rate 

would be required in order to gross up the post-tax return on equity estimated above using the 

CAPM. In those circumstances, the Commission proposes to adopt a corporate tax rate of 24%, 

which is the current statutory corporate tax rate for Malaysia. 
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If instead the Commission were to adopt a vanilla WACC formulation, then no tax rate term would 

be applied within the WACC calculation. However, in those circumstances the Commission would 

propose to use the corporate tax rate of 24% to calculate a separate gross building block 

revenue tax allowance.  
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APPENDIX 2: Inputs to financeability test – Regulatory till 

 

The assessment of MAHB’s financeability can be undertaken using either a single, dual or hybrid 

till approach. 

 

• Under a single till approach, revenues and expenses from all MAHB’s services are included. 

  

• Under a hybrid till approach, the expenses and revenues associated with the wider activities 

of MAHB, that are not related to, or complementary to the firm’s airport operations are excluded. 

This means only aeronautical services and other non-aeronautical services whose revenues 

are a direct by-product of aeronautical services or share common costs with the provision of 

aeronautical services in the assessment. 

 

• Under a dual till approach, the costs of providing aeronautical services are separated from 

those incurred for providing non-aeronautical services and only the revenue from aeronautical 

services are included. 

 

The Commission has applied a hybrid till approach 

 

The Commission’s financeability assessment has been undertaken using a hybrid till. This captures 

MAHB’s activities that are related to provision of services to airlines, passengers or freight services 

at airports in Malaysia. By way of example, this would include: 

 

• aeronautical services to airlines; 

• car-hire concessions to car-hire operators; 

• retail concessions to retailers;  

• car-parking services to passengers; and 

• the operation or leasing of on-airport hotels and industrial warehouses 

 

It does not capture revenues or expenses associated with MAHB’s activities that are not related to 

provision of services to airlines, passengers or freight services. This would include hotels or other 

operations not located within airport boundaries or on adjacent or nearby land. 

 

The key benefits of using a hybrid till 

 

The reason for adoption this approach is that an airport is akin to a multi-product monopoly or a 

multi-sided platform. When analysing a multi-sided platform, it is important to acknowledge the 

externalities that exist between the various sides of the platform. In the case of airports, people do 

not commonly go to the airport to shop at retail concessions within the terminal, or to hire cars or 

to park their cars. All services are fundamentally about providing airline passengers with a service 

that is complementary to the airline service. Since airports serves many complementary markets, 

its charges for aeronautical and non-aeronautical services can be expected to be interdependent. 

 

The financeability assessment has not limited to consideration of only aeronautical activities. To 

do so would: 

 

• Ignore the interdependency between the pricing of aeronautical and non-aeronautical services 

— The demands for an airport’s services are interdependent. By way of example, the more 
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flights to the airport, the more passengers; the more passengers, the more retail and car 

parking services consumed. This interdependency means that airports may quite rationally 

charge prices for any one service that result in the under- or over-recovery of the incremental 

costs of that service, as this can increase their profits overall. If airports operated in a 

competitive market, it would be expected that they would compete for airlines and therefore 

passengers by offering a bundle of aeronautical and non-aeronautical charges, which would 

allow airports to best maximise returns associated with providing this bundle of services.  

 

• Require arbitrary allocations of costs between aeronautical and non-aeronautical activities — 

Airports provide multiple complementary services using many common assets. For example, 

terminal assets are used not only to provide aeronautical services to airlines but are also used 

by retail concessionaires. 

 

The Commissions considers that alternative tills are inappropriate 

 

The Commission does not consider that a single till approach is appropriate. MAHB has expenses 

and revenues associated with a wider set of operations outside of its airport operation activities. 

The Commission considers it reasonable to exclude these revenues from its analysis so MAHB will 

not be penalised or compensated through the Commission’s regulatory regime if it under or over 

performs in these unregulated activities.  

 

The Commission also does not consider that a dual till is appropriate. A dual till approach which 

focuses only on the aeronautical activities of MAHB will fail to assess or capture the full extent to 

which an airport is able to finance its operations through the revenues collected in providing the 

various complementary (non-aeronautical) services. It would also require common costs to be 

allocated between aeronautical and non-aeronautical activities which would be inherently arbitrary.  
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APPENDIX 3: Proposed PSC for RP1 

 

The proposed PSC, parking and landing charges for RP1 are set out in the tables below. CPI 

escalation is based on actual CY2022 inflation of 3.78% (from the Department of Statistics 

Malaysia) and Consensus Economics forecasts of 3.0%, 2.3% and 2.4% for CY2023, CY2024 and 

CY2025 respectively. All other aviation service charges will be similarly escalated for inflation over 

RP1. 

 

 

PSC 2024 2025 2026 

Domestic 11.76 12.03 12.32 

ASEAN 37.41 38.27 39.19 

Non-ASEAN International 78.03 79.83 81.74 

Table 15 – Proposed PSC for RP1 (Nominal RM) 

 

Landing Charges 2024 2025 2026 

MTOW (kg) 
Fixed 

min. 

Subs. 

500kg 

Fixed 

min. 

Subs. 

500kg 

Fixed 

min. 

Subs. 

500kg 

0-5,000 0 4.17 0 4.26 0 4.37 

5,001 - 45,000 41.69 5.56 42.65 5.69 43.67 5.82 

45,001 – 90,000 486.36 6.52 497.55 6.67 509.49 6.83 

90,001 – 135,000 1,073.21 7.38 1,097.89 7.55 1,124.24 7.73 

Above 135,000 1,737.02 7.91 1,776.97 8.09 1,819.62 8.29 

Table 16 – Proposed landing fees for RP1 (Nominal RM) 
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Parking Fees 2024 2025 2026 

For each period of 12 hours or any 

part of 12 hours and for the space 

occupied 10 square meters or part of 

10 square meters 

1.07 1.09 1.12 

For the space occupied 10 square 

meters or part of 10 square meters 
0.87 0.89 0.91 

Table 17 – Proposed parking fees for RP1 (Nominal RM) 
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APPENDIX 4: Comparison of proposed ASC with comparator airports 

 

We have compared the proposed PSC, parking charges, and landing charges set out in Appendix 

3 above with similar charges at certain comparator airports. The airports that we have selected for 

this comparison are: 

 

• Changi Airport, Singapore (“SIN”); 

• Hong Kong International Airport (“HKG”); 

• Suvarnabhumi Airport, Thailand (“BKK”); and 

• Soekarno-Hatta International Airport, Indonesia (“CGK”). 

 

To calculate parking and landing charges, we have considered both an A320NEO and an A330-

800.34 We have also assumed parking time of 6 hours. 

 

The results of the analysis for the first year of RP1 (2024) are presented in the figures below. On 

the basis of the analysis conducted, it can be seen that the PSC, parking charges and landing 

charges proposed by the Commission for RP1 will remain amongst the lowest in the region.  

 

A high degree of caution should be exercised when interpreting these results. A robust like-for-like 

comparison of charges across airports in different countries is not possible due to differences in 

tariff structures and charging policies. Further, the comparison below has been made on the basis 

of published tariff rates. These may differ from the rates that are actually paid by airlines in each 

country (which may be subject to negotiations that are commercial in confidence).  

 

 

 

Figure 6 – Comparision of PSC (and equivalent charges) across comparator airports 

Source: Frontier Economics analysis 

 
 
34  See: https://aircraft.airbus.com/en/aircraft/a320-the-most-successful-aircraft-family-ever/a320neo; and 
https://aircraft.airbus.com/en/aircraft/a330-advanced-to-boost-profitability/a330-800.  

https://aircraft.airbus.com/en/aircraft/a320-the-most-successful-aircraft-family-ever/a320neo
https://aircraft.airbus.com/en/aircraft/a330-advanced-to-boost-profitability/a330-800
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Figure 7 – Comparision of landing charges across comparator airports 

Source: Frontier Economics analysis 

 

 

Figure 8 – Comparision of parking charges across comparator airports 

Source: Frontier Economics analysis 

 

 

 

 


